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TOP FRUIT

ROOTSTOCKSAND INTERSTEMS FOR POMEAND STONE"FRUITS
S.J. Wertheim

Rootstocks
Apple
M.27 types
A trial was planted in the spring of 1981with Golden Delicious clone Bon
2 types ofM.27,onewith thorns in the stoolbed, the otherwithout, tosee
whether thisdifference would be expressed in orchard behaviour.The trial was
performed in 7one-tree plot replicates and was terminated at the end of 1986.
During the 6growing seasons,themean trunkcircumference increased by 6.3
cmon the non-thorned and 6.2 cm on the thorned M.27.This difference isnot
significant.Neither total kg per tree (30.3vs 29.2)nor total kg production
per cm final trunk circumference (3.1vs 3.0 kg/cm)differed between the two
M.27 types and the sameholds for average fruit weights (159vs 155 g ) ,
numbers of burr knots on the above-ground rootstock parts,and root suckers.
Thus,orchard behaviourwas not affected by the presence or absence of
thorns où theM.27 rootstocks in the stoolbed.
M.2 types
In the spring of 1981 a trial was planted with Golden Delicious 'Smoothee'
on 2 types ofM.2.One (T.161) rooted poorly in the stoolbed, the other
(T.751)freely.The aimof this trial performed in6one-tree plot replicates
was to find out whether differences in rooting capacity affects orchard
behaviour.The trial was terminated in 1986.
The trunk circumference increased by 19.4 cm onT.161 as against 18.8cmon
T.751; but thisdifference isnot significant.Similarly, the final tree
volume,measured inNovember 1986,did not differ significantly (1.69vs 177
m ) ,and the sameholds for the total yield per cm final trunk circumference
(3.0 and 3.1 kg)or perm of final tree volume (41.2 and 40.3k g ) .Fruit
sizes did not differ either (147and 148g ) .
Themean numbers ofburrknots per tree on the above-ground part of M.2
were 0.8 (T.161)and 1.8 (T.751). Root suckering did not differ.
Thus, thewell-rooting T.751 only had slightly more burrknots.This and
thebetter rooting capacity might be expressions of juvenility.
M.26 types
In the spring of 1981 a trialwas planted with Golden Delicious clone Bon
2M.26 types,one with and the otherwithout thorns in the stoolbed.The trial
comprised 11 replicates and 2trees per plot,and was terminated in1986.
Over the 6growing seasons the increase in trunk circumference was 14.5 on
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thenon-thomed and 14.4on the thorned M.26,anon-significant difference.
Therewere also nodifferences ineither accumulated kg per tree for the19821986 period (75.9vs 77.9)or total production per cm final trunk
circumference (4.1vs 4.2).Fruit weight averaged for all yearswas 173g for
both types.
The number of burr knots increased slightly up to 1986.In that year the
thorned M.26 showed 3.5 of these root initials per tree,thenon-thorned 1.8.
Root suckering did nodiffer.
In short,in theorchard the twoM.26 types differed only in the number of
burrknots,the thorned (juvenile) typehavingmore.
M.9 types
WithRode Boskoop Schmitz HUbschand Lombarts Calville as cultivars,a
trial including 6M.9 typeswas planted in the spring of 1981.The trial was
laid in6replicates with 2trees per plot.The M.9 types included for
selections of theGeneral Netherlands Inspection Service for Arboricultural
Produce (NAK-B)(T.337 toT.340) and aBelgian (Nicolai 2 9 ) ,and aGerman M.9
(Burgmer1 ) .
The aimwas to seewhether differences between these types visible in the
rootstock nursery would be expressed in theorchard.The trial lasted until
theend of 1986,and themain results,averaged forboth cultivars,are
summarized inTable 1.Averaging was permissible because interaction did not
occur between cultivars and rootstocks.
As Table 1shows,the 6M.9 types did not differ ingrowthvigour or
production capacity. The sameholds for burr-knot formation on the
above-ground parts of theM.9 (not shown).
Table 1.Results ofM.9-type trial withapple.
Calville and Rode Boskoop

Values aremeans for Lombarts

M.9 type

Trunk circumference (cm)
end 1986

Tree
,
volume (m )
end 1986

Kg/cm*
trunk
circumference

Kg/m 3 *
tree
volume

Burgmer1
Nicolai 29
T.337
T.338
T.339
T.340

13.6a
13.9a
14.2a
14.1 a
14.4a
14.6a

0.82 a
0.80 a
0.89 a
0.79 a
0.86 a
1.00 a

3.3 a
3.4 a
3.5 a
3.5 a
3.5 a
3.5 a

54.7 a
58.1 a
55.9a
62.3a
58.3a
58.1 a

* Accumulated kg/tree 1982-1986 divided by the final trunk circumference or
treevolume.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Ina second trialwith Golden Delicious clone Bplanted in the spring of
19822NAK-B types (T.337 andT.339) and 6 selections of M.9 from the Fleuren
Nurseries (Baarlo,TheNetherlands)were compared. So far,selection nr.56
has grown less than the others,whose growth rate has been similar.For
production,too,differences were negligible,except that nr.56yielded
slightly less thanT.339. Small differences innumbers of burr knots per tree
were noted; for example,T.337 had 1.2 per tree,T.339 had 2.6,and nr.56had
2.3.The lowest numberwas found for selectionnr.4,whichhad 1.0.
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Ina third trial planted with Elstar in the spring of 1982,4M.9 types
were included (Table 2 ) ,viz.the NAK-B selection T.337,the German Burgmer 3,
and 2Belgian selections from Nicolai,nos.8and 29.At theend of 1986,both
Nicolai selections had thicker trunks (Table 2 ) .However,differences in tree
volume and production perunit of growthwere not significant. So far,the
Nicolai selections have slightlymore burr knots,possibly as an expression of
a higher degree of juvenility.
Table 2.Results M.9-type trial with Elstar
M.9 type

Trunk
circumference (cm)
end 1986

Kg/cm*
trunk
circumference

Burr
knots/
tree

T.337
Burgmer 3
Nicolai 29
Nicolai 8

15.8a
16.1 ab
16.8bc
17.2c

1.9 a
1.9 a
1.8 a
1.9 a

1.2 ab
0.8 a
1.8 b
1.8 b

* Kg/tree accumulated for 1982 till 1986divided by the final trunk
circumference.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Inafourth trial,several European M.9 types are being compared with
GoldenDelicious 'Smoothee'(Table 3 ) .This trialwas planted in 1984 in6
replicateswith 3trees per plot.Some results are summarized inTable 3.So
far, growthvigour has differed between certainM.9 types.Aswas the case in
one of the other trials,Fleuren nr.56 isone ofweakest types.Production
capacity did no differ and the same holds for fruitweight and colour (Elstar)
and burr-knot formation.
Table 3.Results ofM.9-type trialwith apple
M.9 type

Fleurennr.
T.338
T.337
Lancep
Burgmer1
Fleurennr.
Fleurennr.
Burgmer 2
EMLA
Nicolai 29
Cepiland

56

4
59

Golden Delicious

'Smoothee'

Elstar

trunkcircumf. (cm)
end 1986

Kg/cm*
trunk
circumf.

trunk circumf . (cm)
end 1986

kg/cm*
trunk
circumf.

10.1 a
10.5ab
10.8abc
10.9abc
11.1bed
11.2bed
11.2bed
11.3bed
11.4cd
11.7de
12.2e

1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.9
1.1
1.2

10.9 a
11.4 b
11.5 b

1.1 a
1.1 a
1.0 a

-

-

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

11.4
12.0
12.5
12.3
11.6
11.7

b
bed
d
cd
bc
bc

-

* Accumulated kg/tree for 1984-1986 period divided by the final trunk
circumference.^
Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).

1.1 a
1.1 a
1.1 a
1.0 a
1.0 a
1.1 a

-
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So far,theM.9-type research results suggest differences ingrowth vigour
and inburr-knot formation.However,growth differences have not shown thesame pattern in the cultivars tested (Table 3 ) .Therefore,the question arises
Bwhether the observed growth differences justify any preference for certain
M.9 types.Perhaps it is tooearly todrawn such definitive conclusions.
New rootstocks
Inthe spring of 1982,a small trial was planted with Elstar on a few
East-European rootstocks (seeAnnual Report 1985:p. 12).At the end of 1986
both thePolish P.22and P.16had grown slightly less thanM.9.This isof
interest,because growers have been looking fora rootstock that possesses a
vigour between that ofM.27 and M.9.Perunit ofgrowth,P.22andP.16
equalled M.9 in production capacity.P.16and M.9were equal inburr-knot
formation but P.22was better in this respect,having fewer burrknots.P.22
and M.9were equal in root suckering,but P.16gave more suckers.So far,P.22
seems tobe themost promising of this group.P.l,P.2,P.14,P.18,and B.490
were somuchmore vigorous thanM.9 that they are of no interest for Dutch
fruit growing.
Ina second trial started in 1983with Golden Delicious 'Smoothee' (see
Annual Report 1985:p. 13),some additional rootstocks were found tobe intermediate between M.27 and M.9with respect togrowth vigour (Table 4:B.146 and
Jork 9 ) . Others lay between M.9 and M.26 (Table 4: B.469,Ottawa 3,and MAC
9 ) , although these differences arenot significant.With respect togrowth
control,B.146 and Jork 9are of interest forDutch conditions.Fortunately,
their production capacity has so far equalled that ofM.9 (Table 4 ) .B.146 has
the disadvantage isof havingmore burr knots and roots suckers.
Table 4.Results of rootstock trialwith Smoothee
Rootstock
(origin)

Trunk
circumf.
(cm)
end 1986*

Kg/tree
19841986

Kg/cm**
trunk
circumf.

Burr
knots/
tree
end 1986

Root suckering
index***
end 1986

7.8 a
8.6 ab

14.5
14.8

1.8 a
1.7 ab

0.2
0.8

1.5
1.5

B.146 (USSR)
Jork (W.Germany)
M.9 (UK)

9.6 be
10.1cd
11.0d

13.8
17.8
18.2

1.4 ab
1.7 ab
1.6 ab

2.9
1.2
0.2

2.5
2.2
1.2

B.469 (USSR)
Ottawa (Canada)
MAC 9 (USA)
M.26 (UK)

12.3e
12.8e
13.1 e
13.6e

16.1
19.2
16.5
16.9

1.3 b
1.5 ab
1.3 b
1.2 b

0.4
0.0
0.8
1.3

2.0
1.8
1.7
1.7

B.118 (USSR)
B.490 (USSR)

19.4f
20.0f

14.4
15.3

0.8 c
0.8 c

1.5
1.7

1.3
1.2

M.20 (UK)
M.27 (UK)

* Corrected for trunk circumference at the beginning of the trial (1983).
** Accumulated kg/tree 1984-1986divided by trunk circumference at the end of
1986.
*** from 1=none to 5=many root suckers.
Values in the same followed by the same letter(s)donot differ significantly
(P= 0.05).
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A third trial started in 1983with James Grieve and Golden Delicious
'Smoothee'onvarious East-European rootstocks (seeAnnual Report 1985:p. 13)
indicated that at the end of 1986,P.16andP.22also lay betweenM.27 and M.9
ingrowth vigour.B.9grewmore thanM.9 but less thanM.26,andP.lwas more
vigorous thanM.26.P.l also hadmany burr knots,P.16 themost root suckers
(Table 5 ) .P.l must be discarded as too vigorous forDutch conditions.
Table 5.Results of rootstock trialwith apple
Trunk
circumf.
(cm)
end 1986*

Kg/tree
19841986

Kg/cm**
trunk
circumf.

Burr
knots/
tree
end 1986

Root suckering
index***
end 1986

James Grieve
M.27 (UK)
P.16 (Poland)
M.9 (UK)

7.6 a
9.2 b
10.7c

10.0
14.8
18.6

1.3 a
1.6 ab
1.8 b

0.4
0.1
0.4

2.0
4.4
2.0

B.9 (USSR)
M.26 (UK)
P.l (Poland)

11.3c
13.2d
13.3d

16.4
19.7
19.8

1.4 ab
1.5 ab
1.5 ab

0.8
1.6
1.9

1.4
1.9
2.1

11.9
15.4
20.8
20.3

1.4
1.8
2.2
1.9

a
bc
d
c

0.4
0.2
0.1
0.2

1.9
1.9
3.4
2.0

20.4
23.6
21.7

1.8 c
1.8 bc
1.5 ab

1.5
1.8
5.2

1.8
1.7
2.3

Rootstock
(origin)

Golden Delicious
M.27 (UK)
P.22 (Poland)
P.16 (Poland)
M.9 (UK)
B.9 (USSR)
M.26 (UK)
P.l (Poland)

'Smoothee'
8.2 a
8.8 ab
9.6 bc
10.5cd
10.9d
13.3e
14.0e

*

Accumulated kg/tree for 1984-1986divided by trunk circumference at
the end of 1986.
** from 1=none to 5=many root suckers.
Values in the same column (of each cultivar)followed by the same letter(s)do
not differ significantly (P= 0.05).
National trials are being organized with someof the newer rootstocks to
assess both growth control and winter hardiness.
M.20versus M.27
In the spring of 1981 a trial was planted for comparison ofM.27withM.20.
Rode Boskoop SchmitzHübsch and Jonagold were the cultivars.For each cultivar
therewere 5replicates with 3 trees per plot.Planting distance was 3.50 x
1.50m.The aimwas to seewhether M.20 - never released by East Mailing
Research Station,England -was suitable for addition to the assortment of
dwarfing rootstocks.The trialwas terminated at the end of 1986.
Both in the nursery and in the orchard trees onM.20grew less than those
onM.27.Per tree,accumulated shoot growth over the first 3years (including
the period thenursery)was 12.2m forRode Boskoop onM.27 as against 7.5 m
forM.20.ForJonagold these figureswere 14.0and 11.2m, respectively.At
the end of 1986,trunkswere thicker onM.27 than onM.20.For Rode Boskoop,
trunk circumferences were 14.9 (M.27)and 11.8cm (M.20)and forJonagold 13.7
and 11.7cm,respectively.Averaged for both cultivars,thisdifference (14.3
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to 11.8cm)is significant.Final tree volumes,averaged for bothcultivars,
differed significantly aswell: 0.56 (M.27)and 0.43 m (M.20).
Per cm trunk circumference, total yield onM.27was 3.9 kg asagainst 4.3
on M.20.This difference,averaged for the 2cultivars,is significant. Thus,
trees onM.20weremore productive.Thiswas also shownby the difference in
total yield perm treevolume: 105 (M.27)and 126 (M.20), although the
difference is not significant.
Fruit sizewas similar on both rootstocks.Rode Boskoop had an average
fruit weight of 230g (M.27)and 228g (M.20)and Jonagold 228and 231 g,
respectively.More important was the observation that fruit colour onM.20was
poorer than that onM.27.Thiswas observed in several of the years.This
unsatisfactory colour together with the higher tendency for root suckering,
makesM.20 unsuitable for use inTheNetherlands.
Pear
Premature autumnal leaf colouring in Conference
In the spring of 1984,14 trees representing Conference onQuince Cwere
planted,half ofwhich had shown autumn colours prematurely in the preceding
late summer in thenursery. The other 7 treeswere healthy. In the course of
1984, 1tree in the former group died,and by the spring of 1986 3were dead.
All of the normal treeswere thenalive.
Inthe spring of 1985,16trees of Conference on Quince Cand 16on Quince
Adamswere planted, half ofwhich had ahealthy appearance and the other half
had changed colour prematurely in the preceding late summer in the nursery.By
the spring of 1986,half of the 'discoloured' trees onQuince Adamswere dead.
Thenormal Conference onQuince Adamswere all alive,aswere all of the trees
onQuince C.
These findingsmean that premature discolouration of leaves in the nursery
should become a criterion for condemnation,because it leads to substantial
losses.The cause of the phenomenon might be pear decline and/or
incompatibility.
New rootstocks
In the spring of 1984atrial was planted with Conference and Doyenné du
Comice onsome new rootstocks.New quince rootstockswere included,i.e., the
French Sydo (aQuince d'Angers),BA.29 (aQuince de Provence),and the English
selection from Caucasian Quince,C.132.The South-African pear rootstock BP.l
was included aswell. Standards are Quince Aand C.
Production started in 1986,and was naturally low.So far,C.132 has grown
less strongly than Quince C,an interesting feature.This difference may,
however,have beendue todifferences invirus status,Quince C being virus
free and C.132 not virus tested.
Sydo and BP.l grewasmuch asQuince A,and BA.29was themost vigorous.
More attention will begiven to other pear rootstocks in an attempt to find
material not subject to thewinter-frost damage toquinces that has occurred
regularly in the last decade,whether in thenurseries or the orchards,or
both. Inthe spring of 1987 the first trialwith Conference and Doyenné du
ComiceonQuince C and theAmerican rootstocks 0HxF51 and 333was planted.
Other rootstocks are being propagated or ordered.
Budding height onQuinceA and Quince C
At the end of 1986we terminated a trial planted in the spring of 1973with
Conference and Doyenné du Comice onQuinceA and Quince Cbudded at 10,20or
30cm above the ground.ForDoyenné duComiceon Quince A,abudding height of
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60 cmwas also included.The trial was carried out in6 replicates per
cultivar with 4 trees per plot.
Although highbudding on quinces isno longer used because of thehigh risk
ofwinter-frost damage,some results aregiven because the findingsmay be
relevant fordwarfing pear rootstocks that are hardy.
Tree-volume measurements made at the end of 1986 showed that therewas a
significant negative correlation between tree volume and budding height.Table
6 gives some of the results.Quince Agave larger trees thanQuince Cdid.
Production capacity increased with the height of budding (Table 6 ) .On
QuinceA therewas evena significant positive linear correlation between
budding height and accumulated production perm treevolume.OnQuince C
these tendencieswere less pronounced. Quince Chad ahigher production per
unit treevolume than Quince Adid.
Table 6.Results of the budding-height trialwith pear on quince rootstocks
Rootstock

Kg/m 3 *

BudTree volume,
ding
end L986 (ni)
height
(cm)
C
D

Mean fruit
weight (g)**

C

D

C

D

Quince C

10
20
30

1.35 a
1.22 ab
1.05 b

1.58 a
1.29 b
1.24 b

129a
141 a
144a

96a
113b
103b

135a
137a
134a

227a
234a
231a

Quince A

10
20
30
60

2.16 P
1.92 q
1.65 r

1.72
1.66
1.46
0.92

89p
97pq
106q

66p
76pq
86q
122r

165p
167p
161p

264p
264p
252q
244q

-

P
P
P
q

-

-

* Accumulated kg per tree between 1976and 1985divided by final treevolume.
**Average for all bearing years (1976-1985).
C= Conference;D =DoyennéduComice
Values in the same column (given separately for each cultivar-rootstock
combination to take interaction into account)followed by the same letter(s)
do not differ significantly (P= 0.05).
Because fruitweights were not significantly influenced by fruit numbers
perm treevolume,no correctionsweremade for the fruit numbers.Averaged
for all years,fruit weight on Quince Cwas not influenced by budding height.
OnQuince A thiswas only the case for Conference; fruitweight of Doyenné du
Comicedecreased with height of budding (Table 6 ) .Quince Cgave smaller pears
thanQuince A.
Some trees were damaged by theunusually low temperature in thewinter of
1984/1985.Thiswas clearly evident when the rootstock barkwas cut in the
spring of 1985 (Table 7 ) .The cultivar barkwas not damaged.Later,toward the
end of that summer,damaged trees showed leaf discolorations varying from
light green throughyellowish-green topurplish-green and purplish-yellow. In
the course of 1986,some of the trees evendied. Inview of the general
interest inwinter-frost damage,the observations are summarized inTable 7.
Rootstock-bark discoloration on the above-ground parts increased with
budding height,and was browner inQuince Cthan inQuince A.The rootstock
suffered more incombinationwith Conference thanwith Doyennédu Comice.Leaf
discoloration mainly occurred with Conference;Quince Aonlyhad problems when
budded very high(^30cm).The Conference onQuince C combination suffered
especially badly.Possibly,insufficient compatibility weakens theQuince Cso
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much that it ismore prone towinter damage.Whatever the cause,this
currently common combination is too sensitive towinter frost.Alternatives
are being sought.
Table 7.Effects of frost damageduring thewinter of 1984/1985 on the trees
in thebudding-height trialwith pear on Quince
Rootstock

Bud'
Bark colour*
height spring 1985
(cm)

Leaf colour**
16Octobe r 1985

% severely
damaged trees***
16 October 1985

C

D

C

D

C

D

QuinceC

10
20
30

4.2 c
5.2d
5.7d

2.6 a
4.5 b
4.9 b

2.5 a
3.3 b
3.4 b

1.0 a
1.3 a
1.6 a

58
88
92

0
8
21

Quince A

10
20
30
60

2.9 a
3.5 b
4.1 c

2.1
3.2
3.5
4.3

1.0 p
1.0 p
1.3 p

1.0 p
1.0 p
1.0 p
1.8q

0
0
13
-

0
0
0
21

-

P
q
q
r

-

* Scale: 1=white to 5=dark brown
** Scale: 1=green; 2= light green;3=yellowish-green; 4
yellowish-or
greenish-purple; 5=dead.
*** Treeswith values >3 for leaf colour.
C =Conference;D= Doyennédu Comice.
Values in the same column (given separately for each cultivar-rootstock to
take interaction into account)followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Plum
The trees of the rootstock trial with Opal and Reine Clauded'Oullinson
St.JulienA and Pixy planted in 1981 cropped again in 1986.Accumulated for
all cropping years (1983-1986),the production of Opal on St.Julien A
amounted to41.4kg per tree,but onPixy only to 19.2.For Reine Claude
d'Oullins theseweights were 14.3and 16.3kg.Trees onPixy were smaller.For
Opal the treevolume onPixywas 32%smaller than on St.JulienA, for Reine
Claude d'Oullins 25%.Productivity perm treevolumewith Opalwas again
lower onPixy thanon St.JulienA, both inkg (3.9 against 5.7) and in fruit
number (125vs 162)accumulated for all cropping years.With Reine Claude
d-OullinsPixy did better: 4.0 vs 2.5 kg perm and 90against 50fruits per
m.
Fruits onPixywere definitively smaller.With Opal,mean fruitweight in
1986was 39g for St.JulienA and 33g forPixy.With Reine Claude d'Oullins
theseweights were 55and 42g, respectively. This confirms findings in
earlieryears.
Inasecond trial planted inthe spring of 1983,St.Julien Aand Pixy were
again included,but also the French rootstock P.2038-1A. Cultivars are
Victoria and Czar.Tree-volumemeasurements made at the end of 1986 showed
that P.2038-1A has agrowthvigour that lies inbetween that of Pixy and St.
Julien A.
Important is that fruit size onP.2038-1A was equal to that on St.Julien A
(Czar)or even greater (Victoria) in spite of an equal (Czar)or higher number

of fruits per tree!However, this interesting rootstock,gives root suckers,
which isnot the case for Pixy or St.Julien A.
Ina third trial,started in 1983,St.JulienA is being compared with the
French rootstock Marianne GF8/1 with Opal as cultivar.Unfortunately, this
new rootstock has so far beenmorevigorous than St.Julien A.At theend of
1986 the treevolumewas 6.4 m for St.Julien Aand 6.8 m forMarianne GF
8/1.The second disadvantage is that trees on the new rootstock cropped less.
Thus,expectations are no longer running high.

Interstems
Apple
M.9 interstem onMM.106 rootstock
In the spring of 1981 atrialwas planted with James Grieve and Golden
Delicious clone B onMM.106with a 40-cm interstem ofM.9.Half of the trees
were planted normally, i.e.,with the MM.106/M.9 union at 10cmabove the
ground.The other halfwere planted deeper,with the same unionjust below the
surface of the soil.Another subtreatment was planting with and without a
stake for support.The aimof this trial,planted in6 replicates with 3 trees
per plot,was to seewhether the trees could stand without support,butwould
nevertheless remain smalldue to thedwarfing interstem. The trial was
terminated in1986.
Some results,averaged for both cultivars,are given inTable 8.Averaging
was permissible because the behaviour of itscultivars was similar.Deep
planting promoted and omission of a support inhibited growth.Deep planting
'hadanegative effect on the production capacity,and the presence or absence
of support had no influence in this respect.
Table 8.Results of trialwithM.9 interstem onMM.106 rootstock,averaged for
James Grieve and Golden Delicious clone B
Treatment
Planting depth

Tree volumeend 1986 (m )

3
Kg/m
treevolume*

Tree stake

Normal

+

Deep

+

Normal
Deep
+

0.83 a
0.75 a
0.97 b
0.88 b

80.3a
84.7 a
67.2b
66.2b

0.79 p
0.92 q

82.5p
66.7q

0.90 r
0.81 s

73.7r
75.4r

Accumulated kg/tree between 1982and 1986divided-by the final treevolume.
Values in the same column part followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Of the 18non-supported trees planted normally 5 (Golden Delicious)and 1
(James Grieve) stood ataslant.For thedeep-planted trees,these figures
were 4and 0, respectively. Thus,Golden Delicious wasmore unsteady than
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JamesGrieve.For the former cultivar,support cannot beomitted; for the
latter,itmay be possible on this rootstock-lnterstem combination but only if
trees are planted at considerable depth,which Increasesvigour and decreases
productivity. But thismeans that the combination isnot really practical ina
windy region (see also next trial).
Various dwarfing interstems onMM.106 rootstock
To find out whether tree support could bemade redundant,we planted a
trial in the spring of 1980with Cox's Orange Pippin onvarious
rootstock-interstem combinations (Table 9 ) .Interstem lengthwas 30cm inall
cases.Standards wereMM.106 interstems and Zoete Aagt interstem onM.9.All
combinations were planted with andwithout a tree stake in6 replicates with 2
to 3trees per plot at 3.50 x 1.80 m.However, itwas already clear at
planting time that the trees on the strongly dwarfing interstem 3426 could not
remain upright without a stake,and all of thesewere given astake.In the
course of the years some of the trees onM.27 and M.9 interstemswere given a
stake too,because otherwise theywould have toppled over.Thiswas the case
for 5of the 18 trees onM.27 and for 2of these onM.9 Among the remainder,
some of the trees of these combinations did not remainvertical.Thus,as in
the preceding trial,amoderate vigorous rootstock combined withadwarfing
interstem isnot agood alternative for the use of asupport.
Table 9. Results of the interstem trial onMM.106with Cox's Orange Pippin
Treatment
rootstock

interstem

Tree volume
end L986
<m>

M.9
M.9

Zoete Aagt
MM.106

1.31 a
1.30 a

MM.106
MM.106
MM.106
MM.106
MM.106

3426
M.27

0.29
1.30
1.79
2.95
2.92

M.9
MM.106
Zoete Aagt

c
ab
b
d
d

Kg/m 3
treevolume*

Mean fruit

weight(g)**

_***

+****

56.6a
66.0a

134a
128a

133a
129a

104.2b
63.1 a
52.7a
40.5a
42.3a

116b
136 a
134a
136 a
133a

124a
135a
132a
132a
129a

*

Kg/tree accumulated between 1981 and 1986divided by the final tree volume
end 1986.
** Average for 1981 through 1986.
,
***Without,****with correction for differences in fruit numbers perm
treevolume.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Some interesting results were obtained with thevarious interstems (Table
9 ) . InTable 9, only thevalues for the combination with a stake aregiven.It
should bementioned here that the trees without a stake showed less growth
than the supported trees. The presence of a stake had no effect onfruit size
or production capacity.
The interstem 3426 had anenormous dwarfing effects.Trees on this
interstemwere excessively weak and showed excessive root suckering.
Production capacity was very high and fruits were therefore toosmall.
M.27 and M.9,too,decreased growth vigour and Zoete Aagt had noeffect.
None of these interstems affected production capacity or fruit weight.Because
none of the trees onMM.106 performed better than the common combination Zoete
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Aagt onM.9, interstem, combinations withMM.106have no practical value for
use inTheNetherlands.

REGULATION OF FRUIT SET,FRUIT GROWTH,FRUIT DROP,AND VEGETATIVE GROWTH
S.J. Wertheim

Thinning
Hand thinning and fruit colour of Jonagold
Onmature trees ofJonagold onM.9 planted at3.40 x 1.50m, a thinning
trial was planted to study the effect of the degree of thinning on fruit
colour.Insufficient fruit colour is themain problem for this cultivar.The 8
treatments (Table 10)were replicated 9 timeswith 1tree per plot.
Table 10.Results of thinning trial for Jonagold.
Hand thinning
standard

Kg/

Fruits/

tree

100

Colour
index*

vs;

flower
clust.
Unthinned
2 fruits/cluster
1 fruit/cluster
1 fruit/2 clusters
1 fruit/3 clusters
1 fruit/4 clusters
1 fruit/8 clusters
Totally thinned

Fruit
weight

67.3
59.9
48.8
25.9
22.1
17.5
10.3

86.8
79.1
68.6
36.7
29.9
24.9
13.2

0.0

0.0

14.9
15.0
13.8

7.9
6.5
5.9
3.1
-

173
191
201
216
218
240
236
-

Leaf area
(cm )
spurs shoots

a
b
be
c
a
d
d

2.4
3.1
3.3
3.7
3.6
3.7
3.8
-

a
b
be
c
be
c
c

* Colour evaluation on the tree;scale: 1= all visible fruits green,to 5=
allvisible fruitswell coloured.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Flowering was good,with 155clusters per tree for the 7thgrowing season.
The number of flowers per cluster was 5.4.Fruit setwas good,with 445
fruitlets per tree.However,June drop was rather strong: for the untreated
trees the fruit number per tree decreased from 396 to 87 (281 to 67 per 100
flower clusters).
The treatments carried out on July 2nd and 3rd had a strong effect on
production, fruitweight,and fruit colour (Table 10,Figure 1 ) .Leaf counts
and measurements indicated that leaf sizewas not influenced, but the number
and the area of the leaves per fruitwere of course affected.Figure 1shows,
both fruit colour and weight increased with leaf number.In fact,good colour
goes hand inhand with high fruitweight,and thiswas confirmed by colour
grading. Table 10and Figure 1show that the thinning leading to agood
overall fruit colour resulted invery low productivity. One fruit per 2
clusters (actually 25.9 fruits per 100clusters)only gave 16ton perha.

21
23
23
22
22
23
22
21

36
38
36
37
35
36
38
37

21

Fruit weight (g)

Colourindex
on the tree

(

)

170

2-

150
30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250
leaves/fruit

Fig. 1.Relationship between thenumber of leaves per fruit and the fruit
weight and the fruit colour ofJonagold onM.9.

Colour improvement of Jonagold by the use of salts
Because there are indications in the literature (Phytochemistry 1986 25(3):
607-609)thatNaCl canenhance red colour-formation inapple-fruit skin.The
following a trial was carried out for Jonagold trees.Once (mid-September)or
twice (mid- and end of September), solutions of 1.5,3,or 6g/1NaCl orKCl
were sprayed on four-year-old Jonagold trees onM.9.The 13 treatments
(including untreated trees sprayed withwater)were applied in5replicates.
InOctober,fruit colour evaluated several times on the tree showed that
differences between the treatments were negligible. Thus, these salts do not
offer asolution for the Jonagold colour problem.

Growth Inhibition
Growth inhibition inapple by trunkapplication of growth regulators
On seven-year-old trees ofJonagold onM.9 the effect of application of NAA
and CF 125on the trunkwas evaluated.Various concentrations (byweight)were
incorporated into TopsinM paste (ananti-fruit-tree canker paint),viz.0,
0.1, 1.0,and 5.0%.The pure trade formulations were also included asapaint.
Applications weremadeduring the first week ofMay, and 20 cmof the trunk
was painted all around from the union.The trial was set upwith 9 replicates
and one tree perplot.
It soon appeared that both pure and 5.0%CF 125were highly phytotoxic.
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Some of the leaves became discoloured and dropped, others remained but showed
distortion.This shows in any case that the growth regulators had penetrated
into the tree through the trunk.None of the other treatments led tovisible
damage to the trees.HighNAA concentrations and all CF 125 treatments
inhibited growth,as indicated by thedecreased trunk growth.In untreated
trees and trees painted onlywith TopsinM paste trunk circumference increased
by 1.5 cmduring 1986.For thevarious concentrations NAA, this increase
amounted to 1.6 (0.1%), 1.3 (1.0%), 1.0 (5.0%), and 1.0 cm (pure NAA).For CF
125 thesevalueswere,in the same order, 1.3, 1.2,0.5, and 0.3 cm.The last
twoof thesevalues reflect the damage done by these treatments.This damage
was also expressed by anextremely heavy fruit drop.For example,the
untreated trees gave 98.6 apples as against 19.1 (with 5.0%CF 125)or 11.3
(with pure CF 125).The other treatments did not affect cropping.
High CF concentrations (5.0%and pure)inhibited fruit growth aswell as
red-colour development.The other treatments had no effect.Research on the
effect ofNAA in this respect will be continued.

Pollination
Crossings
Crossingsweremadewith apple and pear cultivars to establish suitability
aspollinators.Table 11summarizes the results.Per crossing, 100flowerswere used,always on 5trees eachwith clusters thinned to 4 flowers.Hand
pollination was performed in the balloon stage,and pollinated stigmas were
immediately covered with vaseline.Attention was directed mainly to new
cultivars.Jonagold xJamesGrievewas also included,because this combination
does not alwaysmeet thegrowers'needs.
As Table 11shows,most of the crosses (including Jonagold xJames Grieve)
gave a fruit set of amagnitude indicating that pollen compatibility isnot a
problem.However,therewere someexceptions.Fiesta (=Cox's Orange Pippin x
Idared)pollenwas unsuitable for Elstar (=Golden Delicious x Ingrid Marie).
This cannot easily be explained in terms of relationships,which certainly
holds for the poor results obtained with IVT 72001-96 ((=Cox's Orange Pippin
x Elstar)x Cox's Orange Pippin).
With respect topear,Conference pollen was satisfactorywith 2IVTnumbers
but failed with 2others.The latter cannot be explained in terms of
relationship either,IVT6403-23 being aPasse Crassane x DoyennéduComice
cross and IVT 69025-56 a Beurré Hardy x Doyennédu Comice hybrid.
The poor set seen in some crosses underlines the importance of this type of
work.
Pollen germination
The percentage of germination was investigated for some new apple
cultivars. This percentage isof importance with respect to the pollination
value of a cultlvar.Pollen grains were allowed togerminate for 24hours ina
15% sucrose solution at room temperature.
IVTnumbers 71017-2,71017-120,72001-96 and 75118-39,aswell as Fiesta,
Katja, and the standard Golden Delicious,had high germination percentages,
showing that these cultivars canbe considered tobe diploids.IVTnumber
71017-46,Jupiter,and the common Dubbele Zoete Aagt (an interstock cultivar)
had lowgermination percentages,and must therefore be triploids.
Contradictory resultswere obtained with IVT 74117-17,Arlet,Rubinette,and
Sinta,and for these cultivars the studies must be repeated.
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Table 11.Results of crossings with apple and pear
Mother
cultivar

x

Pollinator

Fruits/100
flower
clusters

Good
seeds/
fruit

Apple
Arlet
Elstar
Elstar
IVT 74114-17
IVT74114-17
IVT 74114-17
IVT 71017-2
IVT 71017-2
IVT 71017-46
IVT 71017-46
IVT 72001-96
IVT 72001-96
IVT 75118-39
IVT 75118-39
Jonagold
Jonagold
Katja
Katja
Katja
Rode Boskoop
Sinta

Alkmene
Fiesta
IVT 71017-2
Alkmene
Cox's O.P.
Smoothee
Cox's O.P.
Smoothee
Cox's O.P.
Smoothee
Cox's O.P.
Smoothee
Cox's O.P.
Smoothee
James Grieve
Katja
Alkmene
James Grieve
Vista Bella
Katja
Cox's O.P.

45
0
10
75
33
64
21
40
40
35
6
14
14
17
38
34
26
42
30
18
38

7.4
7.3
6.4
1.6
7.1
7.0
2.5
4.2
3.7
3.8
4.3
*
*
4.7
3.4
7.4
7.4
6.6
1.3
5.4

Pear
IVT 6403-23
IVT 68013-38
IVT 690215-56
IVT 70025-1

Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference

3
47
2
18

0.7
1.5
0.5
1.4

* Not counted.
Reach of a pollinator
For establishment of the reach of a pollinator,studies were performed with
the ornamental Malus 'Baskatong'planted in themiddle of several orchards.
When pollen of this red-leaved Malus cultivar fertilizes normal apple,the
offspring have only red leaves.
In the spring of 1980one 'Baskatong'treewas planted in themiddle of6
orchards,at the same time as the apple trees.The trees started tobear fruit
in 1982.In8 to 10wind directions,apple trees standing 2.5,5,7.5, 10,15,
20, 25,30,35,and 40m from the 'Baskatong' treeweremarked.The fruit of
these trees was sampled annually. Seeds from these fruits were prepared,
stored at low temperature,and germinated inaheated glasshouse.Green enred
seedlingswere counted by the colour of thecotyledons.
The numerous data suggest that 'Baskatong'exerted its influencemainly
within acircle with adiameter of 7.5 m, although red seeds- capriciously
distributed and in lownumbers - occurred up to40rafrom the 'Baskatong'.Two
trials are still inprogress.
Itmust bementioned that 'Baskatong'pollen gavehigh fruit and seed set
after hand crossings with Cox's Orange Pippin,Discovery,JamesGrieve,
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Karmijn de Sonnaville,LonibartsCalville,and Odin.These cultivars occurred
inthe parcels under study.In the flowering period,too, 'Baskatong'showed
sufficient overlap with thesecultivars to ensure fruit and seed set.
Role of self pollination
Starting in 1984,the role of self pollination in apple and pear was
studied in relation tocropping of orchards with low percentages of
pollinators.This study concerned to Cox's Orange Pippin and Doyenné du
Comice.
With Cox's Orange Pippin no fruit set was obtained in 1984after one or two
successive self pollinations (at one-day intervals)performed in the balloon
stage.In 1986,fruit set did occur (Table 12).Nodifference was found
between 1,2or 3 self pollinations (again at one-day intervals starting in
theballoon stage)of 100flowers per crossing (see p.22).Fruit set was
considerably lower than after cross or open pollination. Seed set also
occurred after seifing.
Table 12.Results self-pollination studies inapple and pear
Treatment

Fruit s/100 flowers

Fruit
weight

Seeds/fruit

(g)

good

deaf

before
June drop

at

Cox's Orange Pippin
Open pollination
Cross pollination lx
Self pollination lx
Self pollination 2x
Self pollination 3x

39a
44a
12b
3b
9b

22a
21a
3b
1b
7b

115
120
108
110
98

6.3
6.4
5.8
8.0
4.8

0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

Doyenné du Comice
Open pollination
Cross pollination lx
Self pollination lx
Self pollination 2x
Self pollination 3x

4a
93b
3a
2a
13c

3a
73b
2a
1a
3a

261
233
220
210
246

1.9
1.5
0.3
0.0
0.1

5.8
5.7
8.3
8.0
9.0

harvest

Values in the same column (per cultivar)followed by the same letter(s)donot
differ significantly (P= 0.05).
With Doyenné du Comice,fruits and seedswere obtained in 1984after
selfing.After 1,2,3,or 4 self pollinations (againwith one-day intervals,
and 100 flowers per treatment)final fruit set amounted to0, 10,4and 1%,
respectively. Open pollinated flowersgave 5% fruit set,and bagged flowers
without pollination 0%.
In 1985,too,selfing gave fruits.After 1,2, 3or 4selfings,done as
before, final fruit setamounted to 10,6, 5,and 5%fruit set.Open
pollination gave8%set,bagging alone 1%,and cross pollination of non-bagged
flowers 2%versus 14%for bagged flowers.
In 1986,fruitswere again obtained after self pollination,although far
fewer less than after cross pollination (Table 12).Before June drop,3
successive self pollinations gave significantly better results than 1or 2,
but therewere no differences in final set.Pears from self-pollinated flowers
contained lessgood and more deaf seeds than those from open or cross
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pollinated material.
The results indicate that,at least in someyears,(repeated)self
pollinationmay be responsible for a basic cropping level.

UNUSUALFRUIT CROPS
S.J.Wertheim and J. Dijkstra

Walnut (Juglans regia)
The cultivars planted in 1981 all bore fruits in 1986.Broadviewgave the
most fruits.The average number for the 3trees present was 336nuts.This
cultivar was themost productive in 1985 too.Reasonably good crops were
obtained in 1986 from nr. 1247 (183 nuts), nr. 139 (130 nuts), nr.26 (108
nuts), and Buccaneer (100 nuts).
Nr. 120on rootstock Juglans regia gave 77nuts per tree as against 57on
Juglans nigra.Franquette,too,gave slightly more nuts on regia rootstock; 21
versus 7nuts per tree.
The cultivars Weinsberg 1,Solèze,C o m e , and Parisienne gave only a few
nuts: 31,16,12,and 9 per tree,these cultivars being slower in coming into
bearing.
Thegood cropping behaviour ofBroadviewwas confirmed by the older trees
planted in 1974.Averaged for 3trees,production amounted to 14.1kg per tree
as against 5.0 kg for Buccaneer.Inboth cases averageweight of the fresh
nuts was 15g.

Peach (Prunus perslca)
In the spring of 1983,10peach and 5nectarine cultivars were planted at
4.75 x 3m in 2replicates foreach cultivar.This limited trialwas set up
solely to assess-thevalue of these cultivars for the hobbyist,which in turn
has some relevance for fruit-treenurseries.
Some fruits were picked asearly as 1984.Vaes Oogst gave 10.5per tree and
Ruby Gold 7.5.All of the other cultivars produced only a single fruit.In
1985 the treesdid not crop,but they did in 1986.AgainVaes Oogst scored
highest,with 43.2kg per tree.Because of this high cropping level,the
fruitswere small (65g ) .Good crops were also obtained with Earliglow (31.4
kg,46g ) ,Johnny Brack (30.8kg,78g ) ,Peregrine (29.4kg,66g ) ,Suncrest
(26.3kg,85 g ) ,and Wassenberger (20.7kg, 113g ) .
The yield of all other cultivars wasmuch lower.The smaller fruit size in
1986mayhave been due toa long dry period which occurred during the growing
season.The trees are not irrigated.

Apricot (Prunus armeniaca)
In 1983 and 1984,19cultivars were planted for evaluation.For each
cultivar,3replicates of 1tree eachwere planted 4.75 x 3m. In 1985 only
the old Dutch cultivar Tros Oranjegave fruits (1.6kg per tree), and in 1986
itwas again one of the few bearers (2.9kg per tree). The second old Dutch
cultivar Bredase gave 1.5 kg and all of the other cultivars either did not
crop at all orhad only a single fruit.
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Almond (Prunus dulcis)
Most of the cultivars planted In 1982were severely damaged by the winter
frost of 1984/1985.Both trees of theFrench cultivars Al, Ferraduel,and
Ferralise were killed.One of the Ferrostar trees froze,asdid the German
Schneiders Auslese.The French Ferragnes was badly damaged butwas still alive
in 1986.TwoGerman cultivars,Durkheimer Riesen and Auslese Geisenheim,were
undamaged. The latter gave thebest performance: it showedmoderate growth
vigour and the trees cropped in 1986whereas the former wasmore vigorous and
did not crop in 1986.On thisbasisAuslese Geisenheim looks promising for
private gardens.All treeswere grubbed at the end of 1986.

Medlar (Mespilus germanica)
Themedlar trees planted in the spring of 1982 cropped again in 1986.Each
rootstock-cultivar combination is represented by 3 trees.Bredase Reuzenmispel
onhawthorn gave the best yield: 494 fruits per tree (13.5k g ) .The selection
Westerveld from theNAK-B (General Netherlands Inspection Service for
Arboricultural Produce)onQuince C rootstockwas second with 381 fruits (10.2
k g ) , followed by Royal onhawthornwith 340fruits (9.4kg)and onQuince C
with 328 fruits (10.0k g ) .For Nottingham and Macrocarpa,both onhawthorn,
these figureswere 192 (4.5kg)and 82 (4.2 k g ) , respectively. Sultan on
Quince Ccame last with ayield of 69 fruits (2.7k g ) .Wewere surprised to
find that Sultanwas not compatible with hawthorn rootstock. For thehobbyist,
Westerveld and Nottingham are good medlar cultivars,because the fruit tasted
better (in 1985)than theothers.

Quinces (Cydonia oblonga)
In spite of thedamage caused by the low temperatures of thewinter of
1984/1985 (see Annual Report 1985:p.25)most of the quince cultivars
(planted in 1980)cropped well.Averaged for the 3trees,Rea'sMammoth scored
best with 21.1 kg per tree (fruit weight 222 g ) , Vranja (onQuince A
rootstock)with 20.6kg (156 g)taking second place.OnQuince C,Vranja
productionwasmuch lower (6.6kg, 155 g ) , possibly because the latter
rootstockhad suffered more frost damage.
Thewinter-hardy Lescovacka gave 18.7kg per tree (126 g ) ,followed closely
by Shamswith 18.0kg (164 g ) . The small-fruited Ludovic camenextwith 14.6
kg (86g ) .This cultivar unquestionally has ornamental value,because of its
graceful slightly drooping habit and handsome leaves.
Isfaham yielded 14.1kg (164g)and Bourgeault 12.0kg (115g ) .The other
cultivars -Champignon,Portugal,and Serbian -weremuch less productive.
The quinceswill begrubbed in 1987 because space isneeded for extension
of the station's buildings.New trees are being grown and will be planted in
1988,because the processing industry has shown some interest in the fruits.

Hazelnut (Corylus spp.)
The trial planted in the spring of 1981with the cultivars mentioned in
Table 13 (3replicates,2 trees perplot)yielded again in 1986.The cultivar
Gunslebert has been themost productive so far (Table13).
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Table 13.Results of hazelnut trial planted in 1981 (planting distance
4.5 x 2m)
Cultivar

Ton/ha*
1986

Northamptonshire
Impératrice Eugénie
Merveille de Bollwiller
Gunslebert
Ségorbe
Cosford
Longue d'Espagne
Louis Berger

2.6
3.4
1.9
4.5
1.0
2.8
2.9
1.2

19831986

5.6
7.0
4.6
11.2

3.8
5.2
6.8
3.0

% dry
%
kernel matter

% nuts
free
from
husk

100kernel
weight (g)
4/11

5/12

4/11

8/12

50
44
58
80
91
73
12
58

93
79
124
133
119
145
88
177

83
71
119
119
112
117
85
155

51
44
38
42
42
59
34
51

90
82
82
82
88
78
77
66

* Fresh nuts.
Kernel weight and weight-percentage kernel varied.The latter was very low
forLongue d'Espagne andMerveille de Bolwiller,but high for Cosford.
Percentage kernel sometimes differed considerably between 1986 and 1985
(Impératrice Eugénie dropped from 58to 44,Gunslebert from 51 to42and
Longued'Espagne from 53to 34).However,thiswas not the case for other
cultivars.
AsTable 13shows,with advancing timenuts lostweight due todrying out.
Variability was also found in the percentage ofnuts thatdropped without the
husk.Here,too,the percentages found in 1986 in some cultivars differed from
those of 1985.Higher pecentages in 1986occurred forMerveille de Bollwiller
and Northamptonshire,lower ones for Gunslebert,Cosford, and Louis Berger.In
other cultivars the percentageswere equal.
Percentage drymatter was low for Cosford,Longue d'Espagne,and Louis
Berger.For processing,highvalues arewanted.Another important feature is
detachment of the pellicle surrounding thekernel during roasting. Pellicles
detached poorly fromkernels of Impératrice Eugénie,Longue d'Espagne, Louis
Berger and somewhat better for Cosford and Northamptonshire.Gunslebert was
reasonably good in this respect,andMerveille de Bollwiller and especially
Ségorbe were good.
Kernel taste after roasting was poor forLouis Berger and moderate for
Longue d'Espagne. The othersweremoderate tovery good.
When all features are considered,Merveille de Bollwiller and Gunslebert
cameout favourably.A clearly negative rating wasgiven to Impératrice
Eugénie,Longued'Espagne,and Louis Berger.The other two cultivars had both
good and bad featuriesmaking them questionable.
In the trial planted in 1982Lang Tidlig Zeiler has been themost
productive so far (4.41 ton/ha accumulated for 1985and 1986). Resultswill be
given ina future report.

Kiwi orChinese gooseberry (Actinidia chinensis)
Again severewinter frost caused extensive damage.Yieldswere therefore
low again,with 1.7 kg per plant forHayward and 2.4kg per plant forMonty.
Meanwhile,enough strong young shoots had grownjust above soil level,so that
in time anew hedgerow can be formed.
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Siberian gooseberry (Actinidia arguta)
Therewas no frost damage,and the old bush ofAnanaskaya produced 8kg,
the fruits having anaverageweight of 10g.Thebushes planted in spring of
1982nowgaveayield of 0.7 kg perbush.
The early ripening was striking: September 22nd asagainst October 10th
whenmost of the fruits weqre picked in the preceding years.The percentage
soluble solidswas 14to15.

Black appleberry (Aronia melanocarpa)
The first fruits of the black appleberry were harvested. There were no
differences in fruit sizeor yield between thevariety Nero from the German
Domecratic Republic and the selection from theKalmthout arboretum in Belgium.
Yieldswere very low,ranging from 0.1 to0.3 kg perm2.Young trees on Sorbus
aucuparia rootstock gavelarger berries thanbushes on their ownroots.

RESEARCH INTHE FRUIT-TREE NURSERY
S.J. Wertheim

Container trees
Raising of apple trees In containers was started in 1986.Table grafts of
Rode Boskoop and Elstar onM.9weremade in the spring of 1986 and planted
either in the soil or in8-1 containers filled with (EGO)potted soil. Both
kinds of treewere fertigated between May 28th andAugust 19th.The table
grafts in the soilgave reasonable (unbranched)trees,which is quitenormal.
In the container reasonably feathered treeswere obtained, because here
spraying with Promalin (at 60cm plant height) increased branching.All trees
will bekept for another year toprovide two-year-old plantmaterial.

Receipt of container-grown trees in the orchard
One-year-old container-grown apple trees (Smoothee onM.9)were treated in
variousways at and after planting time.
Two types of containerwere used,i.e. 3.5 and 71.The trees from the
formerwere lesswell developed than those from the latter.The trunk
circumference of the former treeswas 3.5 and of the latter trees 3.8 cm.
Table 14gives thedata on thevarious treatments at or after planting in
the orchard.The trial was set upwith 4replicateions and two trees perplot.
Fertigation,water and fertilizer (19-6-6;NPK)was added as trickle
irrigation.InMay and June,41perday per treewasgiven,followed by 61
daily untilmid-August.Fertigation was restricted toMay-June.Cutting of the
root system before planting consisted of 4 to6vertical cuts.Thiswas done
toavoid having the roots remain too long in the clod formed by the container.
Thedata inTable 14indicate that the strongest growthwas obtained with
trickle irrigation (bothwith andwithout a fertilizer) incombination with
potted soil inthe planting hole.Further analysis of the data showed that
trees from 7-1 containers had significantly more shoots per tree than those
from 3.5-1 containers.Mean shoot length did not differ.Non-potted soil
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treatments gave onaverage 6.5 shoots per tree asagainst 8.0 for potted-soil
treatments.This corresponded with 2.55 and 3.01 m growth per tree,
respectively.Mean shoot lengthswere 37and 39 cm, respectively.
Table 14.Results of trial concerning initially container-grown trees of
Smoothee onM.9 after transfer to the orchard.Values aremeans for
3.5-and 7-1 containers combined
Treatment

1.Untreated
2. Potted soil inplanting hole
3.Trickle irrigation
4. Fertigatlon
5.Cutting of root system

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2+3
2+4
2+5
3+5
4+5

11. 2+3+5
12. 2+4+5

e

Shoots/
tree

Growth/
tree (m)

Mean shoot
length (m)

5.4 a

1.29 a

25a

6.9 abc
6.6 ab
7.3 abed
5.9 a

1.84
2.74
3.38
1.54

b
b
b
a

27a
42be
47a
26a

8.3 bed
8.9 d
7.1 abed
6.9 ab
7.1 abed

3.14
4.05
1.80
2.96
3.38

b
c
a
b
b

39b
47c
25a
44be
48c

8.0 bed
8.8 cd

3.32 c
3.91 c

42 be
45be

Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Addition ofwater gave significantly better results in all aspects compared
with omission ofwater: 7.3 vs 6.1 shoots per tree,2.95vs 1.56 m per tree,
and 41vs 26cm shoot length.
Fertigation,on the contrary,did not increase thenumber of shoots per
tree significantly (7.4vs 8.0),but the oppositewas the case formean shoot
length (41 to47 cm).Thus, total shoot growthwas significantly enhanced
(3.04vs 3.68 m per tree).
Cutting of the root systemhad hardlyanyeffect.This isunderstandable,
because the root system did not form a dense clod.
In short,fertigation plus potted soil in the planting holegave the best
results for the planting of container-grown apple trees in the orchard.
Research is tobe continued,however,and will include two-year-old trees.

Planting distances
Inacommercial nursery,M.9 rootstocks (diameter 6.8 mm)were planted in
the spring of 1985at 16different planting distances obtained by combining 4
rowdistances (60,70,85,and 100cm)with 4 treedistances within the row
(15, 30,45,and 60cm).For each planting distance 4replicateswere used,
eachwith 5rows of between 8and 17plants,depending on the planting
distance in the row.
InAugust 1985,2of the replicates were budded with Jonagold and the other
2withGloster.Tree quality was assessed at the end of 1986 on the basisof
growthmeasurements.
Tree length was not affected byany of the planting distances.The trunk
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diameter (measured 10cm above the union)was only affected slightly by the
rowdistance (weak optimum at 85 c m ) ,butwas distinctly influenced by the
treedistance within the row.Averaged for the 2cultivars -which reacted
similarly -trunkdiameterswere 9.4 (a),11.0 (b),11.2 (be)and 11.9 (c)for
15, 30,45,and 60cm,respectively (figures followed by the same letter(s)do
notdiffer significantly).Therewas even a significant linear relationship
between tree distance within the row and the trunkdiameter,,with the thickest
trunks occurring at 85x 60cm.
Gloster only formed a fewside shoots per tree.Themost side shoots were
formed at 60cmdistance within the row.Jonagold feathered freely.Because of
the importance of side shoots,results for Jonagold are summarized inTable
15.In connection with thesedata itmust bekept inmind that all low shoots
- up toa level of 40 cmabove the ground -were removed by hand inan early
stage.Rowdistancedid not affect side-shoot formation,but treedistance
within the rowdid,showing asignificant curvilinear relationshiop with the
number of side shoots.Themaximum shoot number was obtained atadistance of
45cm.This also held for the shoot length.The increased formation of side
shoots took place between 40and 60 cm above theground.
Table 15.The
effect of row distance and tree distance within the
number and length
of sides hoots onJonagold in thefruitnursery

row onthe
-tree

Row distance
(cm)

Number

Length
(cm)

Treedist- Number
ance (cm)

Length
(cm)_

60
70
85
100

4.3 a
5.0 a
4.4 a
4.9 a

30a
31a
34a
34a

15
30
45
60

21a
31b
35b
36b

2.0 a
4.8 b
5.7 b
5.8 b

Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)donot differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
These findings indicate that tree quality improves with increasing planting
distance in the row. If the commonly applied distance of 30-35 cm is increased
to45 cm,considerable improvement may be expected.Although fewer trees will
begrown perha,compensation for this loss can be achieved without any ill
effects by reducing the commonly used rowdistance of 100toabout 80cm.
Mechanization would of course have tobe adapted to thesedistances.

Trunk cleaning
The effect of trunk cleaning on twoapple cultivars,Elstar and Jonagold,
budded onM.9 rootstock ata height of 15cm in 1985,was studied in1986.
Trunks were cleaned bymanual removal of'all leaves and side shoots up toa
level of 40above the ground.Thiswas done around the longest day.Treatments
(Table 16)were compared in 10replicateswith three trees perplot.
Tree-quality parameterswere assessed at the end of 1986 (Table16).
Neither theheight nor the diameter of the trees was affected by trunk
cleaning. Thus, these results show that nursery men'"sfear that this treatment
will decrease growth isunfounded,which confirms ourearlier findings (see
AnnualReport 1985:p.26).
Trunk cleaning of course reduced the total number of feathers and total
side-shoot length.However,thenumber of side shoots ata better height was
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increased by this treatment (Table 16).Averaged for both cultivars (in the
abcence of interaction),untreated trees had 9.3 (a)well-placed feathers and
cleaned trees 10.6 (b).Total side-shoot length per tree also differed
significantly:424 (a)versus 493 (b)cm, respectively.
Hence, trunk cleaningmay be considered good cultural practice.Itgives a
better tree,reduces the labour load for the fruit grower,and avoids large
pruning wounds,which in turn reduces the risk of fruit-tree canker.
Table 16.Results ofa trial on trunk cleaning of apple trees in the nursery
Trunk Tree
clean- length
ing
(cm)

Trunk
Number of side
diameter shoots
(mm)
<40cm* >40 cm** total

Total side-shoot length
(cm)
<40 cm* >40cm** total

Elstar
+

139a
138a

14.6a
14.1 a

4.7 a
0.0 b

8.3 a
9.5 b

12.9a
9.5 b

192a
Ob

351a
417b

543a
417b

Jonagold
149b
152b

15,.6 b
15,.9 b

4..1 a
0,.0 b

10,. 3 b
11, .7 c

14,.4 c
11, ,7 d

189 a
0 b

509 c
592 d

* Below theheight of 40 cm.
**Above theheight of 40cm.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).

Heading back after one year
Inacommercial nursery a studywas performed todetermine the optimal
height towhich one-year-old trees should becut back toobtain thebest
two-year-old plant material.Twomethods ofheading are currently inuse,
i.e., normal cutting (80cmabove the soil surface)and the Fleurenmethod (50
cmabove the soil surface).With the lattermethod only the highest bud is
allowed togrow out.Thisgives onevigorous shoot capable of forming side
shoots easily.
One-year-old tablegrafts of Cox's Orange Pippin and Elstar onM.9,planted
at 90x 35cmwere used to compare the 2cutting heights in 10replicates with
3 trees per plot.Cutting was done early in the spring of 1986.With the 50-cm
treatment the next 2buds under the highest onewere cut away toavoid
formation of competitive shoots.The trunkwas kept clean in this treatment
too.For the 80-cm treatment, trunk cleaning was done up to40 cmabove the
ground.
The results given inTable 17show that cutting back to80cm gave better
trees.With the 50-cm treatment,variability from tree to treewasgreat.This
treatment gave lower and thinner trees with fewer side shoots.Because
two-year-old treesmust havemany laterals toachieve early production.The
policy of cutting back severly seems counterproductive.Averaged for the 2
cultivars,the total side-shoot length of the trees in the 80-cm treatment
amounted to349 (a)cmand for those in the 50-cm treatment only to 159 (b)
cm.

689 c
592 d
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Table 17.Results of cutting-height trialwith apple in the nursery
Cutting
Tree length
height (cm) (cm)

Trunk diameter
(mm)

Side shoot/
tree

Total side-shoot
length/tree (cm)

Cox's Orange
80
50

Pippin
152a
142b

15.4a
13.1b

6.7 a
6.8 a

360a
169b

Elstar
80
50

155a
142b

15.8a
13.4b

8.7 b
6.4 a

337a
147b

Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)donot differ
significantly (P= 0.01).

Fertigation
In acommercial nursery the use of fertigation was evaluated inRode
Boskoop apple trees budded inAugust 1985.This study comprised 6 treatments
(Table 18)in 6replicates with 6trees per plot.Water was given via trickle
irrigation and fertigation by adding a fertilizer (19-6-20-4 (N,P,K,Mg))to
thewater through adlluter.The 3main treatments were split into 2
sub-treatments:use and omission spraying ofPromalin,to induce branching.
Trickle Irrigation was started on June 4and was stopped during rainy
periods. Since irrigationwas stopped onAugust 23rd, fertigation was
restricted to this period.In total,79 1ofwater was given per tree,each
tree receiving 93.8g fertilizer.A Promalin solution (50ml per1) containing
0.1%Citowett wetter was sprayed onJune 23rd when the trees had an average
height of 60cm.
Table 18.Results of fertigation trial with Rode Boskoop in a fruit-tree
nursery
Treatment

Promalin

Tree
height
(cm)

Trunkdiameter (mm)

Side
shoots/
tree

Totalsideshoot length/
tree (cm)

Untreated
Untreated
Trickle irrigation
Trickle irrigation
Fertigation
Fertigation

_

138a
131b
148c
141 ac
147c
145c

12.9a
12.9a
13.1a
13.4a
13.5a
13.7a

4.5 a
8.9 b
3.8 a
9.6 b
4.8 a
9.4 b

75a
228b
82a
257b
107a
240b

+

+

+

Values inthe same column followed by the same letter(s)donot differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Table 18summarizes the results of thegrowthmeasurements made at theend
of 1986.Itappears that Promalin slightly decreased tree length.Averaged for
all 3main treatments,non-sprayed trees had aheight of 145 (a)cmand
sprayed trees 139 (b)cm.Irrigation and fertigation bothgave slightly taller
trees,and theeffectwas similar.Averaged for the sub-treatments,untreated
trees had a height of 135 (a)cmas against 145 (b)cm for Irrigated trees and
146 (b)cm for fertigated trees.
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Thedifferences in trunkdiameter corresponded with those found for tree
height but did not reach significance.
Thenumber of side shoots was only enhanced by Promalin.Averaged for the3
main treatments,thenumber of shoots per treewas 4.4 (a)for untreated
against 9.3 (b)for Promalin.Averaged for the 2sub-treatments,the
side-shoot numbers were 6.7 (a)for untreated,6.7 (a)forwatered, and 7.1
(a)for fertigated trees.The same tendencies were found for the total length
of side shoots.Nowater gave 132cm side-shoot length per tree,irrigation
146 cm,and fertigation 161 cm; these differences are not significant.
Non-sprayed trees had a total side-shoot length of 87 (a)asagainst 242 (b)
cm forPromalin-sprayed trees.
Thus, in spite of a ratherdry summer,the addition ofwater plus minerals
had surprisingly little effect ongrowth.

Defoliation
In 1985,good defoliation was obtained after spraying of the copper
compound coded MC (Annual Report 1985:p. 28).In 1986,the effect of MC was
compared with those of some copper-free compounds,because this element isnot
desirable in the environment.MC (0.5,1,or 2%)was compared with calcium
chelate (0.5,1,or 2 % ) ,magnesium chlorate (1.4,2.8,or 5.6%),and the
cotton defoliant coded D (0.05,0.1,or 0.2%) (seeHortScience 20,1985:
452-453 and 21,1986:281-283 and Plant Physiology-Annual Meeting Supplement
57(5)1986:99).All chemicalswere sprayed,with andwithout thewetter.
Citowett (0.1%), on October 14th on one-year-old apple trees of Elstar onM.9,
a cultivar which losses its leaves very slowly.The trialwas set up ina
commercial nurserywith 10replicates and 3trees per plot.
The cotton defoliant had noeffect at all.Magnesium chlorate caused strong
discoloration giving brown leaves and also led to leaf drop.Often,only the
leaf blade abscissed, leaving the petiole.Both of the highest concentrations
caused browning of shoot-tip tissues.Thus, this chemical is too aggressive.
Calcium chelate toogave brown leaf discolorations.Leaf abscission was
only obtained with a 1% (+wetter)or a 2%solution.The 2%solution plus
wetter gave reasonably good results.
Thebest leaf abscission,without damage,was obtained withMC,especially
with a2% solution pluswetter.Good defoliation was obtained 2weeks after
spraying,and only the leaves at the top of the tree remained.The leaf counts
performed 3weeks later (Table 19)show that the effect ofMC improved with
increasing concentration.Addition of Citowett improved the effect
significantly.
Table 19.Results ofdefoliation with MC sprayed on Elstar on 14October.Leaf
counts performed November 5th
Treatment

Leaves/tree
without wetter

Untreated
0.5%MC
1.0%MC
2.0%MC

144.9a
79.1 b
36.0c
24.7 c

Values in the same column followed by the same letter(s)do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).

with wetter

71.4a
20.8b
12.0b
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The good results obtained with MCwere confirmed by anexperiment with
Jonagold onM.9 innursery in thenorthern part of the country,where
defoliation often occurs later.The same concentration ofMC,calcium chelate,
and Dwere used,but only together with awetter (0.1%Citowett).Because the
spraying datawas October 31st,thedamaging effect ofmagnesium chlorate in
the first trialwas already known.Instead of this compound, potassium iodide
(0.125,0.25, and 1.25%)was used.Here,too, 10replicateswith 3trees per
plot were used.
The effectswere evaluated onNovember 14th and 21st according tograding
per tree from 1=no leaf drop to5= complete defoliation.The cotton
defoliant Dhad no effect.Potassium iodide gave anaverage score of only 1.3
onNovember 14th,but oneweek later most of the leaves had dropped. Calcium
chelate scored 1.1 on the first date,with small differences between the
concentrations,and most of the leaveswere goneby November 21st.On that
date untreated and D-sprayed trees still had many leaves,those on the treated
trees being greener.Thismight beexplained by ananti-senescence effect of
this cytokinin compound.
MC gavegood defoliation as early asNovember 14th.For the series of three
concentrations the leaf-drop indexwas 2.7 (0.5%), 3.5 (1%),and 4.4 (2%)as
against 1.0 for untreated trees.
Thus,as in 1985,MCwas themost effective in this respect.The use ofMC
is still prohibited inTheNetherlands,but approval has been applied for.

PLANTING SYSTEMS
P.S.Wagenmakers

Planting system trialwith slender and North-Holland spindle
In the spring of 1978,atrialwas planted with the apple cultivar Rode
Boskoop onM.9,to study the performance of the slender spindle and the
North-Holland spindle under the conditions of several planting systems (single
row, three-row bed, six-rowbed withwalking path,and rectangular full-field
pattern). Ineach system half of the trees are pruned only in thewinter; the
other half receives inaddition a light pruning in the summer,a fewweeks
before harvest.The slender spindle has an ultimate tree diameter of 1.75 m
afterwinter pruning, theNorth-Holland spindle of 1.25 m. The trial is set up
with 4replicates.
In 1986,yield per hawas similar for the 2types of spindle.On average
forall planting systems,both produced 48 tonnes in 1986 (Table 20).As in
theother years,the additional summer pruning did not affect production.The
yield of theNorth-Holland spindle increased with plant density,but plant
density had no effect on the slender spindle,and the yield of the single row
with a lowplant density matched that of'themulti-row systemswith higher
plant densities.
As Figure 2shows,in the 1979-1986 period the accumulated yield was
linearly related to plant density.An extra planting of 1000 trees yielded 48
more tonnes per ha for the slender spindle and 39for the North-Holland
spindle.The single-row and full-field systems yielded relatively better than
themulti-row systems.Onaverage for all planting systems,the slender
spindle yielded 366 and theNorth-Holland spindle 358 tonnes perha.This
difference isnot significant.At similar plant densities,yield of the
North-Holland spindlewas lower than that of the slender spindle.Thus,
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despite higher plant densities,onaverage theNorth-Holland spindle did not
reach ahigher production level.It seems likely that tree volumewas too low.
Table 20.Results of the Rode Boskoop planting system trial,averaged for
winter-and summer-pruned treatments
Planting
system

Trees Planting distance
/ha

Tonnes/ha

Flower
buds/
1979- haxl(T
1986
1983-1986

1986

Slender spindle
single row
2667 3.00x1.25
53.5b
359a 484a
three-row bed,wide
2959 3.00+(2x0.75)x2.25 45.2 ab 342a 542a
six-row bed
3012 3.00+(5xl.17)x2.25 44.3 ab 354a 509a
full field*
3203 2.25x1.25
40.0a
369ab 514a
three-rowbed,narrow 3788 2.75+(2x0.89)xl.75 51.1 ab 403b 591 a
mean
47.5
366
528
North-Holland spindle
three-rowbed,wide
single row
three-rowbed,narrow
six-rowbed
full field*
mean

2959
3196
3788
3921
4109

3.00+(2x0.75)x2.25
2.50x1.25
2.75+(2x0.89)xl.75
2.75+(5xl.20)xl.75
1.75x1.25

39.8a
48.3 ab
49.1 ab
50.8ab
52.7b
48.4

319a
366b
351b
369b
385b

357a
418b
442b
469b
474b

358

432

* Full-field systems per 0.9 ha.
Values within one column and per tree shape followed by the same letter do not
differ significantly (P= 0.05).
t o n / h a 1979-1986
3row
400
slender spindle
380f
°1 row

1 row

360

3„row
o

'North-Holland spindle

3403row

320

^

o

2500

3000

3500

4000

trees / h a
Fig.2.Yield perha (1979-1986).o= slender spindle,•
spindle.Regression equation: slender spindley
North-Holland spindle y=0.039x n+216.

=North-Holland
0.048xn+ 216;
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In 1986,fruits were graded.The cropping intensity,expressed as the
number of fruits per ra crownvolume,had a significant effect on fruit size.
Calculated for similar cropping levels,fruits of summer-pruned trees were
smaller than those of only dormant-pruned trees,and the slender spindle had
smaller fruits than theNorth-Holland spindle.Furthermore,on this basis
fruits in the single rowwere larger than those in the other planting systems,
and the inner trees of the three-row and six-row beds had smaller fruits than
the outer trees.For all treatments together themean percentage of fruits
with adiameter larger than 75mmwas 68.The additional summer pruning
improved colour slightly.The percentage of fruits in class I (more than10%
colour)was 91 for summer-pruned treatments versus 86 for those only
winter-pruned. In the three-and six-row beds,fruit colour was slightly
poorer on inner than onouter trees.
Thenumber of flower budsper tree varied strongly from year toyear,and
was affected by previous-year bearing.Table 20 shows the number of flower
buds per ha,averaged for the last four years to reduce variability. For the
slender spindle,variation was still too high toallow detection of any effect
of treatment.TheNorth-Holland spindle showed lessvariation and the number
of flowerbuds per hawas linearly related toplant density.The single rowof
this tree shape flowered relatively more than average and the three-row beds
less. Per tree aswell as per ha and averaged over all planting systems,the
North-Holland spindle had fewer flower buds than the slender spindle did.This
can be partially attributed to the smaller treevolume,but the pruning
intensity might exert an influence aswell. Since production was on average
similar forboth spindle types, fruit setmust have been better with the
North-Holland spindle.Summer pruning influenced flowering slightly.With the
additional summer pruning, the slender spindle had fewer flowerbuds and the
North-Holland spindle seemed tohavemore (Table 21).Pruning generally
decreases flowering intensity.The opposite reaction seen in the North-Holland
spindlemight be related to increased leaf transpiration shortly after
pruning,leading toa temporary enhancement ofcytokinin transport from the
roots to the buds,whichwould promote flower-bud formation.If so,this
reactionwould be stronger in theNorth-Holland spindle than in the slender
spindle,because of themore severe pruning regime.
3
Table 21.Number of flower buds per hax 10 averaged for the 1983-1986 period
and for planting systems
Pruning time

Slender spindle.

North-Holland spindle

winter
545b
422a
winter + summer
512 a
443 b
Values in the same column followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly (P= 0.10).

International planting-system trial
Within the program of theWorking Group onHigh-Density Plantings of the
International Society forHorticultural Science (ISHS),a trialwith Golden
Delicious and Gloster was planted in the spring of 1981.Information onall
systems and densities isgiven inTable 22.Four systems are included: single
row,double row,three-rowbed,and full field.All trees are onM.9 rootstock
except those of the full-field systems,which are onM.27.The tree shapes of
both cultivars include aNorth-Holland spindle for the three-row bed,a
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minibush (height 1.0m) for one of the full-field systems,and a slender
spindle for the other systems.
Table 22.Treatments used in the international planting system trial
Planting sy stem

Golden Delicious
planting distance

Gloster
trees/

planting distance

ha

trees/

ha

Single row
Double row

3.00x1.25
3.00+1.45x1.68

2667
2675

3.25x1.50
3.25+1.70x1.96

2051
2061

Single row
Three-row bed

2.75x1.02
3.0O+(2x0.90)xl.75

3565
3571

3.00x1.21
3.25+(2xl.l0)x2.00

2755
2752

1.50x0.75
1.50x0.75

8889
8889

1.75x1.00
1.75x1.00

5714
5714

Full field,
Full field,

slender sp.
minibush

Treatments effects in 1986confirmed the results obtained in the earlier
years of the trial (Table 23).The single rowyielded asmuch as the double
row,whereas the three-row bed produced less than the single rowat equal
plant density.With the full-field system theminibush yielded less than the
slender spindle.The loss of productive capacity in the three-row bed was due
mainly to the inner trees,whose yield only amounted to 55 to 75%of that of
the outer trees,but even the outer trees produced less than the single-row
trees at similar plant density.Table 24shows themean values for the fifth
and sixth growing years.The productive capacity was related to treevolume,
i.e., lowest in themulti-row systems and theminibush.However,there were no
differences in trunk circumference.
Table 23.Results of the international planting-system trial (averaged for
Golden Delicious and Gloster,unless otherwise stated)
Planting system

Tonnes/ha
1986

Single row
Double row

57.7a
52.4a

19821986
203 a
191a

Fruit
% russeting
weight
moderately-strongly
(g)
1986
1986*
(Golden Delicious)
146 a
152a

6.6
6.6

Single row
Three-row bed

67.2b
50.1 a

230a
197a

145a
164b

5.6
8.2

Full field, slender sp.
Full fiel,minibush

67.1 b
50.8a

227b
183a

154a
176b

14.0

* Values corrected for cropping level.
Values in the same subcolumn followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).

6.0
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Table 24.Production of inner and outer trees in three-row beds, in relation
to that of single-row trees,at equal plant density (1985/1986)
Treatment

Kg/tree
G. Delicious

Three-rowbed, inner tree
Three-row bed,outer tree
Single row

7.1
12.9
14.6

Gloster
15.2
20.6
25.6

Mean
11.la
16.7b
20.1 c

Fruit weight in 1986was similar for the single-and double-row systems but
higher for the three-row bed,and theminibush had larger fruits than the
slender spindle did.Differences are significant,even after correction for
cropping intensity (Table 23).In the three-row bed,47%of the Golden
Delicious fruitswere larger than 70mm as against 36%for the other
treatments.For Gloster thesevalueswere 92and 81%,respectively. For both
cultivars,fruits of inner trees of the three-rowbed were smaller than those
of outer trees.
Russeting of Golden Delicious was.more severe in theminibush.However,
moderate to strong russetting was onaverage limited to8% for all treatments.
The fruit colour ofGloster was again good in 1986.In theM.9 treatments,
86% of the fruit showed 33%colouring as against 95%of the fruit in the M.27
treatments,and no planting-system effect was seen.The inner trees of the
three-row bed coloured aswell as theouter treesdid.

Planting-system trialwith pear
In the spring of 1981,atrial set up in 2places,Wilhelminadorp and
Oosthuizen,was planted with Conference and Doyennédu Comice,both on Quince
C rootstock.The treatments were single row,three-row bed,and five-rowbed
withwalking path,all at threedensities (Table 25)and with a total of7
replicates.InWilhelminadorp, treatments with 4000trees perhawere sprayed
with Cycocel starting in 1983,thosewith 2667 trees in 1984,and those with
2000 in 1985.InOosthuizen,spraying of all treatments started in 1984.The
Conference trees inWilhelminadorp were lost in 1986 because of frost damage
in thewinter of 1984/1985.
Unlike previous years,theeffects of treatments in 1986were not simnilar
for the 2 sites.InWilhelminadorp neither planting system nor density
influenced yield of Doyenné.At both 2000and 4000 trees per ha,yield
amounted toabout 30 tonnes (Table.25). InOosthuizen,plant density had no
effect on the yield level ofDoyenné in 1986,as inWilhelminadorp,and had a
small positive influence on Conference.However,planting system affected
production very strongly.The single rowyielded significantly more than the
three-row and five-row beds.Reduction inyield was caused mainly by the inner
trees relative toouter trees in the same system,or single rows ata given
plant density.This tendencywas also found for the three-row bed in
Wilhelminadorp but not for the five-row bed.
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Table 25.Production and fruit size (class I*).Wi =Wilhelrainadorp,
Oo= Oosthuizen,Con= Conference,Doy= Doyenné du Comice.
Trees Planting
system
/ha

Tonnes/ha

% class

1986

2000

2667

4000

single row
three-row bed
five-rowbed
single row
three-row bed
five-row bed
single row
three-row bed
five-rowbed

1982-1986

1986

Wi

Oo

Wi

Doy

Doy

Wi

Oo

Doy

Doy

Con

31.2ab
30.9ab
30.0ab
22.8ab
20.1a
24.4ab
27.4ab
33.9b
33.8b

43.7ab
37.8ab
27.7a
52.3b
39.8ab
33.5ab
52.6b
42.7ab
29.6b

52.8bcd
75ab
48.5abcd 78ab
36.1a
79ab
58.8d
76ab
43.8bcd
68a
40.7ab
74ab
55.led
106b
55.7cd
106b
41.9abc 107b

Con

68abc 116ab
59ab 112ab

50a

99a

83bc 131b
69abc 120ab
6labe 108ab
93c
132b
80abc 134b
67abc 124ab

I

Oo

Doy Doy Con
95 94 84
98 97 91
98 98 96
98 95 88
96 95 94
94 97 95
85 91 84
84 95 85
90 93 83

* Class I for Conference: fruit size larger than 55mm; for Doyenné: fruit
size larger than60mm.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter donot differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
The accumulated yield inWilhelminadorp was 30 tonnes higher with 4000
trees per ha thanwith 2000.However,according to preliminary economic
evaluation thisextra yield was not highenough to compensate for the higher
planting costs.To compensate fully, the accumulated yield at thehigher plant
densitywould have tohavebeen 40 tonnes higher than that at the lowest plant
density. Similar observations weremade inOosthuizen.
Fruit grading of Doyenné inWilhelminadorp showed that size decreased with
increasing plant density,which confirms earlier fruit-weight findings.Even
after correction for cropping intensity, smaller fruits were correlated with
higher plant densities: 97%of the fruitswere larger than 75mm (class I)at
a density of 2000trees perha and 86%at 4000 trees per ha. InOosthuizen,
theplanting system and the cropping intensity exerted amore pronounced
influence than the plant density did and fruits from single rowswere smaller,
whichwas associated with higher yield.
In the last week of June in 1986,total leaf areawas determined for one
tree per plot in 2 replicates inWilhelminadorp,andwas estimated for the
remaining trees.The number of leaves per treewas 2950at adensity of 2000
trees per ha and 2350for 4000 trees per ha,which amounts to 5.5 and 4.2 m
leaf area per tree,respectively.No planting-system effect was distinguished.
During the growing season,light interceptionwas assessed in8plots,and
was expressed per tree and perunit of incoming radiation,averaged for plant
density and system (Figure 3 ) .Light interception increased rapidly until
July,and then remained on that level.Leaf and shoot growth probably ceased
after June,whichmight be partially attributable to the use of Cycocel.In
October,light intensity was recorded through themulti-row systems (Figure
4 ) , and was found to show strong correlation with the production per tree
averaged for both sites.
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Fig. 4.Light intensity under trees ina three-row and five-row bed,averaged
for 3plant densities (31-10-1986,Doyenné,Wilhelminadorp; light
expressed as percentage of incoming light; tree 1isonwest side,
tree 5on east side of therow).

Planting-system trialwith apple: arrangement and tree height
In 1983,a trial was set up at 3places inTheNetherlands and one in
Denmark.The cultivar isElstar,and inDenmark Ingrid-Marie was planted as
well.The effects of arrangement and tree height on productivity and fruit
quality at 3plant densities are under study.Because light distributionmight
be alimiting factor athigh plant densities,various square arrangements
(ratio of between-row towithin-row distance = 1:1),theoretically having a
stronger light interception (2:1 or 3:1) than rectangular plantings do,are
being compared, eachat 3densities.All treatments include 3tree heights
(1.50, 1.87,and 2.25 m ) . Due to frost damage,the trees inNumansdorp were
lost in 1985.The trial now comprises 5replicates and 6 to 8 trees perplot.
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As inprevious years,treeheight did not yet influence the production
level in 1986,and datawere averaged (Table 26).TheDutch replicates showed
a linear increase of productionwith increasing plant density,i.e., 10tonnes
at 1000trees per ha.InDenmark,the corresponding increase was only 2
tonnes.These Danish trees had already reached their final tree size.At a
higher plant density,their flowering intensity and therefore yield were
relatively poordue tomore intensive pruning.
The accumulated yield was almost 40tonnes higher at 4000 trees per ha than
at 2000.Arrangement had aneffect,too.In 1986 the 1:1 treatments produced
more than the other arrangements.This tendency had already becomemanifest in
1985,and possibly reflected the lower level of pruning and bending in those
treatments,which could havepromoted cropping.Over the 1984-1986 period
these trees yielded 5to7tonnesmore than those in the other treatments.
Table 26.Production perha and fruit weight,averaged for treeheight
Ne= TheNetherlands (Wilhelminadorp +Werkhoven),De=Denmark
(Aarslev). IM= Ingrid-Marie.
Fruit weight

Tonnes/ha
1986

1984-1986

1986

Ne
Elstar

De
Elstar/IM

Ne/De
Elstar

Ne/De
Elstar

Trees/ha
2000
2667
4000

26.5a
32.0b
46.0c

29.0a
32.4a
33.4a

55.8a
69.6b
91.5c

137b
136b
129a

Arrangement
1:1
2:1
3:1

37.1 a
34.3a
33.1 a

37.4a
33.2a
33.6a

76.6b
71.0a
69.3a

134a
134a
135a

Values in the same column followed by the same letter donot differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
Fruit weight was not influenced by treeheight or arrangement in1986,
whereas plant density had anegative effect.Fruitweight was lower in Denmark
than inTheNetherlands,which was partially due toheavier bearing,but the
climatemay have contributed aswell.
Results of fruit grading inWerkhoven in 1986 showed that fruit colour was
not yet affected by the treatments.The percentage of class I fruit (more than
33% colour per fruit)was 80.Fruit sizewas not influenced byeither density
or tree height,but 1:1treatments tended tobe associated with smaller fruits
than rectangular treatments.Fruit sizewas correlated with bearing.In
Wilhelminadorp,fruit colourwas assessed on trees before harvest.Colour
tended tobe lesswell developed at higher plant densities,but differences
weresmall.
InJune and September of 1986,leaf areawas determined for one tree per
plot inWilhelminadorp. InJune,trees of 1:1 treatments had for all densities
and treeheights,an average leaf area of 5.0 m ,whereas for rectangular
plantings thiswas 4.4 m .Leaf area per treedecreased with plant density
from 5.1 m at 2000trees perha to4.1 at 4000.Tree height had no influence,
whichmeans that leaf areadensity was substantially higher for low trees.In
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September, leaf areawas onaverage 7.6 m per tree.At that time,no
treatment effects were observed.
InWilhelminadorp, light interception was assessed in8plots (Figure2 ) .
The increase of light interception per tree,due togrowth of leaves and
shoots,lasted until August-September. InAugust it showed a small decrease,
possibly due towilting and leaf fall that occurred after several weeks
without rain fall.Results of 'fisheye'photography showed that at theend of
thegrowing season light interception per treewas 10%higher atadensity of
4000trees per ha compared with 2000trees perha.

PRUNING
P.S.Wagenmakers

Training of young apple trees
In the spring of 1984a trialwas planted with one-year-old trees of the
apple cultivars Elstar andKarmijn de Sonnaville,both onM.9 rootstock,to
compare 4 treatments applied to the central leader,with each treatment
subdivided into treeswith and without bending of branches and shoots (Table
27).After planting,the central leader was left untipped,lightly tipped (10
cmcut off),'normally'cut (40cm above the highest feather), or strongly
bent.Branches were not bent or only slightly,except in treatment 4,where
theywere strongly bent,i.e.,with the tips pointing straight down.Bending
was continued in 1985 and 1986.The trialwas set upwith 4replicates per
cultivar and 3 trees perplot.
Table 27.Production per tree and estimated value for bearing-branch length
Treatment
central leader

Shoots
bent

Kg/tree
1985+1986

1.Untreated

-

18.8
17.7
18.2
18.0
18.0
17.4
17.9
15.8

+
2. Tipped, 10cm

+

3.Cut,40cm

+

4.Bent downward

+

Mean

+

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

18.2 a
17.2 b

Estimated branch
length/tree 1986*

3.4
3.4
3.7
3.3
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.6

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

3.6 a
3.5 a

* Scored 1= short,5= long branch length,averaged forElstar and Karmijn.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly (P- 0.05).
None of the treatments of the central leader had any effect,whereas
bending decreased production (Table 27).Some branches on the bent trees had
tobe cut because initially their position was too close to theground. This
coulde have reduced total branch length,whichmight explain the lower yields
of those trees,but no differences inbranch length per tree could be observed
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by estimation.In fact,thenon-bent treeswere nevertheless bentby the crop
load,whichmight explain why the differences were so small.These results
suggest thatwithwell-feathered young trees and good initial yield levels,
the treatment of the central leadermight not be important with respect to
yield,and shoot bendingmight not beuseful in this respect either.

Training of the central leader of young apple trees
Three treatments of the central leader were compared on young Gloster trees
planted in the spring of 1983with 8replicates.In 1treatment no limitation
of trunkextension was applied after the first and second growing seasons.In
theother treatments,the trunkwas headed back toaweaker competitor Inthe
winter or cut back on the longest day of June to 1cm above the lowest
sprouted bud.The framewas treated uniformly throughout.
Uninhibited trunk extension after planting often leads toa vertically
growing central leaderwhichdominates growth at the expense of frame
development.Therefore,the practice ofheading back to aweaker competitor Is
widely used to temper growth of the central leader.The 'Junecut' isalso
thought to lead togrowth control.
The treatments applied had no influence on the total production per tree,
butdid affect thedistribution of fruits over the tree (Table 28).Production
on the central leader was higher in the untreated trees,whereas heading back
toaweaker competitor and - toan evengreater degree theJune cut- reduced
production by the central leader but increased the production of the frame,
whichwasmarkedly stronger than that of theuntreated trees.None of the
treatments influenced fruit size.
Table 28.Production per tree and fruit weight of Gloster
Central leader
treatment

Kg/tree

Fruitweight (g)

1986

Unpruned
Headed back
June-cut

1984-1986 1986

tip

frame

total

total

total

5 5 a
4 3 ab
3 0 b

12 3 a
13 2 a
14 9 a

17 .8 a
17 .6 a
17 .9 a

37 2 a
36 3 a
35 .6 a

194
200
194

Values in the same column followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly (P= 0.05).
The unpruned central leaders received 'rosette'pruning in thewinter of
1985/1986,atwhich time the extension of the central leader was cut back to1
cm above the transition to the two-year-old wood.This practice,whichwas
expected to restrict growthof thecentral leader,gave good results in1986.

Plum pruning
In the spring of 1981 a trial was planted with the cultivars Opal,
Victoria,and Reine Claude d'Oullins,all on St.JulienA rootstock, to study
the effects of summer pruning ongrowth control and in relation to planting
distance.
Additional summer pruning was compared with winter pruning at planting
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distances of 4x 3m and 4x 1.5m (Table 29).Summer pruning was carried out
inJuly-August and included the removal of superfluous shoots aswell as the
cutting back of extension shoots to20 cm stumps and side shoots to 15cm
stumps.Summer-pruned treeswere pruned additionally in thewinter.The trial
was set up in 4 replicates percultivar.
Table 29.Results of pruning trial in plum.
Cultivar

Pruning
time

Planting
distance

Kg/m 3
1982/1986

3
m /tree
1986
(crown)

Tonnes/ha
1982-1986

Fruit
weight(g)*
1982/1986

6.6 a
8.2 a
11.7 b

6.0 a
4.7 b
2.3 c

32.9a
31.9a
44.2b

33.1 a
31.9a
31.2a

13.4 a
12.7 a
15.4 a

4.1 a
3.7 a
1.7 b

45.8a
38.9a
44.0a

47.3a
45.7a
42.7b

2.3 a
2.9 a
1.8 a

5.6 a
4.3 b
2.5 c

10.3a
10.5a
7.6 a

55.0a
53.5a
49.8a

(m)
Opal

Victoria

R.C.d'Oullins

winter
summer
summer

4x3
4x3

winter
summer
summer

4x3
4x3

winter
summer
summer

4x3
4x3

4x1.5

4x1.5

4x1.5

* Not corrected for bearing.
Values in the samecolumnof each cultivar followed by the same letter donot
differ significantly (P= 0.05).
Trees started tobear in 1982except those of Reine Claude d'Oullins,which
cropped for the first time in 1984.Summer pruning decreased the tree volume
of all cultivars (Table 29).Tree volume of the 4x 1.5 arrangements was half
of that of the4 x 3 arrangements,whichmeant that canopy volume perhawas
similar.Tree circumference was decreased by summer pruning,too.The effect
on yield differed betweencultivars.For Opal, increased yield per tree volume
and per hawas associated with the higher plant density,and summer pruning
had noeffect at the lowplant density.ForVictoria,yield perhawas lower
after summer pruning at the lowplant density,but was similar according to
treevolume.The smaller treevolume led todecreased productivity,but this
was compensated forby the higher plant density. InReine Claude d'Oullins,
summer pruning did not affect yield per treevolume or per ha at the lower
plant density,but decreased both at thehigher plant density.
Fruit weight (Table 29)was lowered by summer pruning.Thiswas caused in
Opal byheavier bearing,but for the other cultivars fruit weight was still
lower at thehigher plant density after correction forbearing.According to
these results,intensification of theeffect ofwinter pruning by summer
pruning seems useful for Opal. InVictoria,summer pruning gave no significant
yield advantages,althoughgrowth was restricted,and for Reine Claude
d'Oullins intensificationof pruning and plant density should be avoided.
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EVALUATION OF TOP-FRUIT CULTIVARS

CULTIVAR TESTING WITH POME FRUITS
P.D. Goddrie

Apple
Cultivar trials inWilhelrainadorp
In the spring of 1986,15new cultivars were planted in the trials in
Wilhelminadorp.
Fruits harvested in 1985were subjected to 6 taste tests during the period
between January andMarch 1986.In all,apples of 20cultivars were tasted
once or several times.Evaluations were made blind by a taste panel,i.e.,
peeled fruits sliceswere presented to the panelmembers without any further
information.According tothe results:
1.When Elstar and/or Jonagold were included,theywere almost always rated
significantly higher thanothercultivars.
2. The taste of the Swiss cultivar Arlet was rated moderate.
3.The Swiss cultivar Rubinette (synonym Rafzubin)obtained agood taste
rating.
4.The English cultivar Fiestawas rated moderate.
5.The taste of 2IVT selections of the Gloster x Golden Delicious crosswas
considered significantly poorer than that of Golden Delicious and on the
same level as that ofGloster.
6. FourDutch IVTselections of the Elstar x Idared cross were considered to
have a poorer taste thanElstar.
7.Two Dutch IVT selections of the Melrose xElstar cross were also rated
lower thanElstar but equal toMelrose.
8.The taste of Gala and its red-fruited mutation Royal Gala was rated lower
than that of Jonagold orGoldenDelicious.
The taste of fruits of 18cultivars from the 1986harvest was evaluated on7
occasions.Themethod was the same as that used in the preceding year.
According to the results of these tests performed between November 1986and
February 1987:
1.Elstar and Jonagold were almost invariably given ahigh score.
2.Rubinette was again rated ashaving agood taste.
3.Many cultivars were rated as rather good and the differences were minor
(Table3 0 ) .
Growers showed interest inseveral new cultivars,especially Arlet,
Rubinette,and Fiesta.Arlet isa Swiss cultivar,ahybrid produced by
crossing Golden Delicious with Idared,which was included in the variety
trials in the spring of 1983.After 4growing seasons it can be stated that
Arlet offers no improvement over Elstar orJonagold,which arewidely and
frequently planted today.Arlet isnot a good addition to the existing
assortment either,mainly because the eating quality is only moderately good
but also because of such unfavourable features moderate productivity, fruit
russeting,and waxy fruit skin.
Rubinette,too,isof Swiss origin.The taste of the fruits of this cultivar was rated on the same level as that of Elstar.Less favourable features
are rather severe fruit russeting and rather small fruit size (Table31).
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Table 30.Average taste-panel scores for apple cultivars evaluated between
November 1986 and February 1987 (taste scored from 1=very poor to
10= excellent)
Test 86/11/5

Test 86/11/19

Test 86/12/2

cultivar

score

cultivar

score

cultivar

score

Elstar
Cox's O.P.
IVT 72001-96
Elan
Herfstgoud

7.1 a
6.7 ab
6.3 b
6.3 b
6.2 b

Elstar
IVT 74114-17
IVT 72001-96
IVT 73001-136
Herfstgoud
Jupiter

7.0 a
6.6 ab
6.3 ab
6.3 ab
6.2 bc
6.0 c

Rubinette
Elstar
Fiesta
IVT 74114-17
Arlet

7.5 a
7.2 a
6.5 b
6.4 b
6.2 b

Test 87/1/13

Test 87/1/29

Test 87/2/5

cultivar

score

cultivar

score

cultivar

score

Elstar
Rubinette
Karmijnde S.
Fiesta
Arlet

7.1 a
7.0 a
6.4 b
6.2 b
6.0 b

Karmijnde S.
IVT 74114-17
Elstar
Jupiter
IVT 73001-136

6.1 a
6.0 ab
5.6 ab
5.6 ab
5.4 b

Jonagold
Pohorka
Golden D.
Sinta
IVT 75118-39

7.0 a
6.4 b
6.3 b
6.2 b
5.9 b

Test 87/2/19
cultivar

score

Jonagold
Fiesta
Pohorka
Golden D.
Delbard Jubile
Sinta

6.6 a
6.2 ab
6.1abc
5.9 bed
5.8 bed
5.5d

Values followed by the same letter(s)donot differ significantly (P= 0.05).
Table 31.Distribution of size classes of Rubinette over 1986 harvest
Size class (mm)
< 60
60-65
65-70
70-80
> 80

15.3
28.9
37.8
16.8
1,3

TheEnglishcultivar Fiesta arose froma cross of Cox's Orange Pippin with
Idared and has been included in thevariety trials since 1984.Growth vigour
sofarhas beenmoderate; the trees have adrooping habit.The fruits are
attractively red and have atastewhich is fairly good but distinctly less
satisfactory than that of Elstar or Jonagold.
Evaluation of Jonagored - aBelgian red mutation ofJonagold -was started
in the spring of 1985.Fruits of the first harvest (9October 1986)were a
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very darkred.Chimaeraswerevisible on some of the fruits.Taste and storage
behaviourwere similar to those of standard Jonagold.Thediameter of almost
all of the fruitswas larger than 70mm.
Theoldest red-fruited mutation of Elstar,called Red Elstar,has been
included in the trials since 1984.In 1986 as in 1985,the fruits showed
chimaeras but in contrast to 1985,the colour of the fruits was not better
than that of standard Elstar.
At the end of 1986,the following cultivars were withdrawn from the
collection because of unfavourable features:Berner Rosen,Jerseymac,Suntan,
Sweet Caroline,Mollie'sDelicious,Make,MertonKnave, 'Moors',and Golden
Delicious 'Weinsberg'.
Cultivar trials in regional experimental gardens
In 1986,one national trialwith 14new apple cultivars and 4standards was
inprogress.The conclusions mentioned in the Annual Report 1985 (p.39)were
not altered by the findingsmade in 1986.This trialwill be terminated in
1987,and the final conclusionswill be included in the next Annual Report.
InAugust of 1986anewnational trialwas budded for planting in the
spring of 1988 in4 regional experimental orchards.Inthis trial the
following cultivarswill be compared: Arlet,Rubinette,Slnta,Pohorka,
Fiesta,4 IVTselections (Septer x Cox's Orange Pippin,Golden Delicious x
Gloster,Cox's Orange Pippin xElstar,IVT 5544-220x Elstar). The standard
cultivarswill beKarmijnde Sonnaville and Elstar.
Clone comparisons in Wilhelminadorp
Since 1983ajoint Jonagold-clone trialhas been carried out in
Wilhelminadorp (The Netherlands),Gorsem (Belgium), and Laquenexy (France). In
this trial 9virus-free clones arebeing compared with the non-virus-tested
NewJonagold from Japan and a Belgian non-virus-tested Jonagold.With omission
of the Belgian non-virus-tested clone,statistical analysis of theDutch and
Belgian data (the French datawere not yet available) indicated that therewas
no interaction either between sites and clones or between years and clones.On
thisbasis the data from the 2sourceswere combined (Table32).
As Table 32 shows,differencesbetween thevarious cloneswere rather
small.Analysis of theweight percentages of fruits withmore than 50%red
colouring revealed no significant differences (data not given).
Table 32.Colour grade of Jonagold clones.Values aremeans of theharvests of
1985 and 1986 inaDutch and aBelgian trial.
Clone
New Jonagold
2361 T
2291 T
2411 T
2381 T
T 1226
T 1272
2311 T
2451 T
T 1270

%Class Super (30-100%blushed)

y/
93
93
93
93
92
92
91
90
88

a
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab
b
b
b

Values followed by the same letter(s)do not differ significantly (P= 0.05).
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However,the appearance of the fruits isdetermined not only by the amount
of blush,but alsoby the intensity of the red coloration and by the ground
colour.NewJonagold had thehighest percentage of fruits with adeep red
blush.All other cloneswere rather similar in this respect and no significant
differences were found.The clones did not differ inground colour (green or
yellow).
In the Belgian trial the occurrence of chimaeras and fruit-skin russeting
was assessed.New Jonagold had the highest percentage of striped fruits
(78.9%)followed by 2361 T (6.0%). The other clones did not differ
significantly in this respect and the same holds for thedegree of fruit
russeting and the yield inkg per tree.
InTheNetherlands,2291 Tand 2361 T are the standard clones from the
NAK-B (General Inspection Service forWoody Nursery Stock). Inviewof the
results of the trial,thiswas agood choice.
In some other trials Jonagold isbeing compared with the red-fruited
mutationWilmuta.Wilmuta seems tobe stable,as to theamount and intensity
of red colouring.The progeny ofWilmuta were slightly more productive than
Wilmuta itself.
As to colour comparison with other clones,Wilmuta and 2291 Twere similar
inamount of blush,butWilmuta hasadifferent appearance because the red
colour issmoother and abrighter red than in standard Jonagold.This gives
Wilmuta abetter appearance 'inthebox'.
In the trials the standard clone 2361 Twas slightly more productive than
Wilmuta or 2291 T,but theamount and the intensity of the red blush were
often significantly lower.Furthermore,Wilmuta showed sectorial chimaeras.
TheNAK-Bwill start toprovide bud wood from this selection by August
1987.
Insum,with respect toJonagold clones itmay be said that taste panels
found nodifference between Jonagold,Jonagored,Wilmuta,and New Jonagold.
Two taste tests applied to 7clones of Golden Delicious in trials in the
Geldermalsenand Horst experimental orchards showed no significant
differences.However,ina third trial with fruits ofNumansdorp only small
differences ofminor importance were found.Thus, the taste of fruits from the
clones Golden Delicious 'clone B', 'Reinders', 'Crielaard', 'Smoothee T784',
'Smoothee 2832T', 'Belgolden',and 'Lysgolden'can be considered equal.
InAugust 1986,10Elstar cloneswere budded for anew trial toevaluate
fruit-colour improvement, If any.All of these clones had been found in
commercial orchards and differed from the standard Elstar.
The same situationwas found within Jonagold, and similar preparations were
made forgrafting in the spring of 1987.
Clone comparison in regional experimental orchards
In the spring of 1981 ajoint trialwith various Golden Delicious clones
was planted in 5regional experimental orchards.The aimwas to find a clone
with abetter skin finish (less russeting)than that provided by the standard
clone 'B'. The following cloneswere included: 'Lysgolden', 'Belgolden',
'SmootheeT 784','Smoothee 2832 T' (in 2orchards, 'Reinders', 'Grielaard'
and 'A-72' (in 1orchard only). The trial was concluded in1985.
With respect to fruit russeting all cloneswere better than 'B',and the
bestwas 'Reinders',followed closely by 'Crielaard'. The latter has,like
'Belgolden'and 'Lysgolden',a sallow red blush,a feature which so far has
not beengreatly appreciated.
With respect to tree size, 'Reinders'and 'Crielaard'were the smallest but
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thiswas undoubtedly due to thevirus status.Virus-freematerial of these 2
cloneswas not available in 1981.The other clones did not differ as to tree
size.
.
Productivity (kg perm treevolume)differed between the clones inthe
various orchards.Inorchards with a high growth level 'B'and 'SmootheeT
784'were themost productive clones;inHorst,where the level of growth
vigour was lower therewere nodifferences or,as inGeldermalsen,other
clones outyielctedboth of those clones.
Comparison ofvirus-free 'Reinders'and 'Crielaard'with other virus-free
cloneswas started in1985.
InAugust 1987,theNAK-Bwill start todistribute budwood of 'Reinders'.
In the spring of 1987a trialwas planted in4experimental orchards with6
Jonagold clones:viz.:Jonagored,Wilmuta,NewJonagold,Jonagold 'ZHE'and
the standards T 1272and 2291T, all onM.9 rootstock.
At the same time,a trial including 3Elstar clones,i.e., 'Elshof I',Red
Elstar,and 'PFW',and the standard T 1266,again all onM.9 rootstock,was
planted in the sameorchards.

Pear
Cultivar testing in Wilhelminadorp
In the spring of 1986,5new pear cultivars were planted for evaluation.
Some of the trees in thevariety trials died due to thedamage caused by the
low temperatures in the 1984/1985winter.On thewhole,however,the damage
could have beenworse.
At the end of 1986,the cooking-pear cultivars Gieser Wilderaan,Saint Rémy,
andWinterrietpeer weqregrubbed.Twelve trees of thesecultivars had been
planted in 1972onQuince A rootstockwith an intermediate of Beurré Hardy,
and inall those years not a single treewas lost.This is certainly tobe
attributed to the use of an interstem,because these cooking pears are known
tosuffer from (delayed)incompatibility with Quince.
With respect to productivity, Saint Rémywas the best of the 3cultivars
and GieserWildeman theworst.This does notmean that Gieser Wildeman isa
shy cropper: in this respect it iscomparable toDoyenné duComice (directly
onQuince A) (Table 33).However,Gieser Wildeman isextremely biennial,
despite severe hand thinning in the onyears.
Inall,15pearcultivarswere grubbed at the end of 1986 because of
unsatisfactory features.
Table 33.Productivity and mean fruit weight (g)of some cooking pears in
relation to 2standard dessert pears
Cultivar

Total kg/tree
1973-1986

Mean fruit weight (g)
1976-1986

Gieser Wildeman
Saint Rémy
Winterrietpeer
Conference
Doyennédu Comice

252.4
408.3
332.4
366.1
264.0

109
211
227
181
223
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Cultivar trials inregional experimental orchards
In the spring of 1987 atrialwas planted inHorst with 10IVT-selections
and the standard cultivars Conference and Doyennédu Comice. This trial was to
have been planted in 3other gardens aswell,but due to the winter-frost
damage in 1984/1985 not enough treeswere available. It ishoped that the
trial can be planted in1987/1988.

CULTIVAR TESTING WITH STONE FRUITS
P.D. Goddrie

Plum
Cultivar trials in Wilhelminadorp
Only 1new cultivar was planted in the plum-cultivar collection in 1986.At
the end of that year,22cultivars were removed,mainly because oneof the
parcels involved was needed forother purposes.Someof the grubbed cultivars
were replaced,because the evaluation was not yet finished.This held for the
Sweedish cultivars Herman,Ive,Gilbert,and PR 11099,all ofwhich areof
interest because of their high productivity, large fruits,and good eating
quality.
Since 1981,4 French selections of Reine-Claude Verte havebeen evaluated.
Allwere grubbed at the end of 1986,because they did not appear tooffer
sufficient improvement (lowproductivity,very sensitive to fruit cracking).
This isa pity,because the eating quality was excellent.
Cultivar trials in regional experimental orchards
In the spring of 1987,a trialwas planted in2orchards (Geldermalsen and
Zeewolde)with the following cultivars on St.Julien Arootstock:Anna Späth,
Bleue de Belgique,Edda,Gilbert,Ive,Reine-Claude Souffriau,Opal,and
Victoria.

SMALL FRUIT SECTION

CULTURE EXPERIMENTS WITH STRAWBERRIES
J. Dijkstra

Comparison of first progeny of tissue-culture plants,and normal plants
Propagation of runner plants isvery slowwith Rapella.This problem led to
a study performed at the request of theNAKB and plant propagators to find out
whether plants from tissue-culture mother plants differ in yield and quality
from normal plants.The trialswere carried out atHorst and Wilhelminadorp,
with inclusion of tissue-culture plants in the latter site.These
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tissue-culture plantswere potted early In the autumn and developed into good
young plants.Just before the onset ofwinter theywere lifted and stored at
-2 C,aswere the other runner plants.Early inApril,all plantswere potted
and grown ina plastic tunnel for a couple ofweeks.On the 2nd ofMay,all
plantswere planted in the open.InHorst,all of the plantswere grown in
pots betweenMay 27th and July 2nd,and were then planted in ahigh plastic
tunnel.Anumber of the plantswere set out inapropagation field to
establish the reproductive capacity.
Significant differences between the objectswere not found in any of the
trials.Yield and fruit qualitywere equal for all plant origins.In
Wilhelminadorp,only the original tissue-culture plants gave significantly
largerplants.
With respect to runner formation,tissue-culture mother plants gave about 3
times asmany runner plants as the normalmother plants.The first progeny of
tissue-culture plants gave about twice asmany plants asnormal mother plants
did.
The provisional conclusion is that for Rapella,tissue-culture plants can
be used for commercial plant propagation without problems.The trials will,
however,be continued.
InBreda and Wilhelminadorp, the first progeny of tissue-culture plants was
also compared with normal plants for the cultivar Gariguette.No significant
differences in yield were found ineither place,but plants originating from
tissue-culture material had smaller fruits inboth trials.These results are
consistent with those obtained forGorella acouple ofyears ago,and confirm
the need for pomological testing of tissue-culture material.

Slow-release fertilizers
In continuation of the trials in 1985,slow-release fertilizers were
compared with normal fertilizers.At the experimental stations inBreda and
Horst,cold-stored waiting bed plants were used,atWilhelminadorp everbearing
strawberries.The starting rate for nitrogenwas 70-90kg perha.Therefore,
at Breda 13g Osmocote 17.5.11.6 (N.P.K.Mg)was given per plant,inHorst 12g
Osmocote 14.14.14 per plant,and inWilhelminadorp 30g Osmocote 13.13.13.3.
Inall trialswith Osmocote plant growth was poorer,probably due to root
damage shortly after planting.This led tolower production inall cases.At
Horst (sandy soil), no fertilizer gave a significantly lower yield thana
normalmixed-fertilizer application.At Breda (sandy soil)omitting nitrogen
alone had no effect on yield or quality.AtWilhelmiandorp (clay soil)no
significant differences between the treatments were found.
Inboth trialswith cold-stored waiting-bed plants,extraNorKduring the
growing season gave nohigher yield.
The results confirm once again the finding that strawberries only react
moderately to fertilization and that relatively small doses of fertilizer
suffice on soils kept ingood condition.

Trials evaluating water-attracting chemical
Inthe nurseries some attention was given to the effect ofa
water-attracting chemical (Harpak)on rootmoisture in the interval between
grubbing and replanting. Inthis connection Harpak was also tested to assess
the effect on strawberry plants directly after the plantswere lifted from a
propagation field and 2days later just before replanting on a production
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field.The standard treatment toavoid drying out of the rootswaskeeping the
plants in plastic bagsand dipping the roots inwater before planting.After
planting, all treatmentswere normally irrigated. Significant differences in
yield or quality were not found between the treatments for either Elvira or
IVT 79023.On this basis the standard treatment seems to be sufficient under
Dutchconditions.

Taste and shelf-life of glasshouse strawberries
On 3dates,7or 8origins of Primella (from sandy and clay soils or grown
inbuckets with peat)were judged with respect to taste,sugar content,
acidity,and shelf life.
The taste-panel ratings show significant differences in taste between some
of the origins.Therewas adistinct positive relation between taste on the
onehand and sugar content and acidity on the other.Furthermore,the
impressionwas gained that firmness is related to taste aswell: soft fruits
were usually given a lowscore for taste evenwhen the sugar content was high.
Shelf life decreased with increasing duration of the harvest period,
because fruitrot increased too.However,on each evaluation date therewas a
distinct relation between origin and theduration of shelf-life.Ingeneral,
cultural methods seem toexert adistinct influence on the tasteand
shelf-life of glasshouse strawberries.

Taste of strawberries in the open
The influence of various factors (fruit size,fruit colour,number at the
raceme, light intensity)on taste,sugar content,and acidity was
investigated. Formost of these factors variability was sogreat thatno
clear-cut relationship with taste,sugar content,or acidity could be
established.Only covering the plants with strawhad an unmistakably negative
effect on the sugar content.As Table 34 shows,the longer theplants were
covered during the harvest period themore the sugar content differed from
that of fruits whichwere not covered.This influence of light intensity
probably overshadowed the effects of the other factors investigated.
Table 34.Sugar content (Brix)and acidity (meq per 100g)of covered and
uncovered plants of Bogota.
°Brix

Meq/100g

Number ofdays
before evaluation

3

7

10

3

7

10

Covered plants
Uncovered plants

6.8
7.4

7.4
8.6

8.0
9.9

12.1
12.4

11.2
11.4

12.9
11.2

Korona and Elsanta grown at Breda and Wilhelminadorp were compared with
respect to taste.A significant difference in taste between the 2origins of a
cultivar was found (Table 35).Moreover,there seemed tobe an interaction
between origin and cultivar:cultivars inWilhelminadorp did not differ
significantly in the taste of the fruit,whereas Elsanta from Breda had a
poorer taste thanKorona from Breda.
Ingeneral,there was reasonably good correlation between taste,sugar
content,and acidity.
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Table 35.Taste,firmness,sugar content (Brix), and acidity (meq per 100g)
of strawberries from 2origins (PFWand Breda)
Taste*
Korona,PFW
Elsanta,PFW
Korona,Breda
Elsanta,Breda

6.6 a
6.5 a
5.7 b
4.8 c

Firmness*
6.6 a
6.6 a
6.1 b
6.0 b

10.3
9.9
8.0
8.4

°Brix

Meq acidity/100g
11.4
10.6
10.3
10.0

* Graded from 1= bad to 10=good.
Values in the same column followed by the same letter donot differ
significantly (P= 0.05).

CULTIVAR TESTING OF STRAWBERRIES
J. Dijkstra and A.A.van Oosten

First screening
The performance of 9 Italian cultivars aswell asof 2English, 1Polish,
and 1Danish grown in theopenwere evaluated. Due towinter-frost damage
yieldswere low,and only 2of the Italian cultivars,Addie and Etna,and both
Englishcultivars,Providence andHedley,gave reasonable yields (1.7-1.8kg
perm) .
Addie ripens early,shows onlymoderate fruit setting,and has a somewhat
irregular fruit shape.However,the fruits are firm and have agood taste.
Etna ripens inmid-season and has red,shiny,conical,and tasty fruits.Both
of theEnglish cultivars have firm fruitswith a reasonably good taste and a
somewhat irregular shape.TheDanish cultivar Mimekwas very tasty,but this
cultivar has very small fruits and is therefore only suitable formechanical
harvesting.
Mimekwas rejected on the basis of the findings aswere the Italian
cultivars Ferrara (very bad taste)and Savia (soft,unattractive fruits witha
mediocre taste).
Inaddition toAddie,Etna,Providence,and Hedley,the Italian cultivars
Brio,Cesena,Dana,Francesco,and Gea and thePolishcultivar Paulawill be
evaluated again in1987.

National cultivar trials
Early-ripening cultivars and selections
At Breda,Horst,and Wilhelminadorp, some IVT selections were compared with
Karina,Elvira,and Gorella (4, 3,and 4.8 plants perm at the 3sites,
respectively).At Horst and Wilhelminadorp in particular winter frosts
influenced yields negatively.
As Table 36 shows,the yield ofKarina lagged far behind,and the fruits
were rather small.IVT 79023and Elvira gave the highest yields.IVT 79023had
fruit ofvery good quality and ripened slightly earlier thanGorella.Although
ithad a slightly higher number of first-quality fruits perkg,IVT 79023gave
the lowest percentage of second-quality fruit.In Breda,IVT 79033was the
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highest yielding but atHorst and Wilhelminadorp yields of this selectionwere
a bit disappointing. Itwas rejected because the fruits were (too)dark and
the tastewas rated only moderately good.
Table 36.Results of cultivar trialswith early ripening selections.

Karina
IVT 79023
IVT 79033
Gorella
Elvira

Kg/m 2
(1st and

2nd quality)

Breda

Horst

PFW

Breda

Horst

PFW

Breda

Horst

PFW

1.46
2.83
2.93

0.54
1.85
1.14
1.40
1.86

0.65
2.28
1.85
1.82
2.08

71
87
72
80

70
81
78
70
78

44
73
63
57
59

19
24
24
31

24
25
24
27
31

19
23
23
23
26

2.77

Mean harvest
date*

1st quality

(%)

* InJune
Mid-season and late-ripening cultivars
At Breda,Horst,and Wilhelminadorp,the cultivar Nicollawas compared with
Elsanta and Bogota.Polkawas included in theBreda andWilhelminadorp trials,
and Lekoberludawas added at Breda.
At Breda,„both Nicolla and Polka had avery high level of yield (5.2and
4.2 kg perm ,respectively),whereas Lekoberluda and Bogota only produced 2.3
kg perm .AtHorst and Wilhelminadorp,yieldsweremuch lower.AtHorst,
yields of Bogota and Nicollawere almost equal (1.5and 1.7 kg perm ,
respectively),and atWilhelminadorp this was the case for Polka,Elsanta,and
Nicolla.Onaverage,Nicolla and Polka arecultivars ripening inmid-season,
whereas Lekoberluda and Bogota ripen late.
Ingeneral,earlier results forPolkawere confirmed (high yield,with an
excellent fruit quality but slightly smaller fruits).Nicolla was also
productive,but fruit colour and tastewere rather disappointing.Nicolla will
be evaluated again in 1987.Lekoberluda was rejected because of soft fruits
and susceptibility to fruit rot.

CULTURE EXPERIMENTS WITH RASPBERRIES AND CURRANTS
J. Dijkstra

Raspberry
Removal of young canes
As in 1985,the influence of time of removal of young canes ongrowth and
production of Glen Clova andMailing Promisewas investigated. Removal of all
young canes at the beginning ofMaywas compared with selective thinning of
the canes at the beginning ofMay orJune.Although therewere differences in
cane length (strength)at the end of 1985,therewere no significant
differences inyield or quality in 1986.Sufficient numbers of new canes
appeared inall plots.However,early selective thinning of the young canes
gave the strongest canes,certainly inMailing Promise.
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In fields where growth isweak,early selective thinning probably hasa
positive influence on cane growth.
Pruning of fruiting laterals
The effect of pruning of young fruiting laterals on yield and timing of
harvest period was investigated onavery small scale.Fruiting laterals of
the cultivar Schönemann were pruned onMay 24th,June 2nd,and June 11th.
Pruning was done in 2ways: so severely that all blossoms were removed,and
less severly, leaving more leaves and some blossoms on the fruiting laterals.
Early pruning gave good development of side-buds and reasonable production.
Pruning onJune 2nd or 11thgave considerable reduction of production.
Moderate pruning gave far higher yields than severe pruning. Thiswas
partly due to thedevelopment of fruits from the flowers already present at
pruning time.With severe pruning themean harvest datewas 1week later.
Early pruning of both types delayed the harvest period by 3weeks and late
pruning by 4weeks.
Both types of pruning had anegative effect on fruit size.
Growing autumn-bearing raspberries
Autumn-bearing raspberries were planted in the spring of 1985and gave the
first full production in 1986.The results (Table 37)show that yields of Zefa
Herbsternte and Heritageweremuch higher inahigh plastic tunnel than in the
open. It is striking tonote that yields decreased at thewider planting
distance in the tunnel.
Conversion of yield toa square-metre basis shows that with a6m-wide
tunnel aplanting distance of 1.90m (equal to 2rows)isvery unprofitable
and theyield only a little higher than theopen.
Table 37.Effects of planting distances onautumn-bearing raspberries (1986)
Cultivar and row distance

Zefa Herbsternte
Tunnel, 1.75 m (3rows)
Tunnel, 1.90 m (2rows)
In the open, 1.90 m
Heritage
Tunnel, 1.75 m (3rows)
Tunnel, 1.90 m (2rows)
In theopen, 1.90 m

1st and 2nd qual.

1st
fruit- mean
j —
qual.
rot (%) harvest
kg/m row kg/m *
(%)
date

4.99
4.14
2.42

2.50
1.38
1.27

90.4
90.3
72.8

0.5
0.8
5.3

5Sept.
7Sept.
26 Sept.

4.66
3.77
2.07

2.33
1.26
1.09

88.0
82.5
85.9

0.3
0.4
4.3

12Sept.
14Sept.
6Oct.

* Calculated per net tunnel area.
2
With 3rows per tunnel,however,production perm wasmuch higher than in
the open,although evenwith 3rows the area isused less intensively than in
theopen.
For ZevaHerbsternte,the tunnel unquestionably had apositive effect on
the percentage of first-quality fruits.A corresponding effect onHeritage was
not observed. For both cultivars the percentage of fruit rotwasmuch higher
in the open than in the tunnel.The use ofa tunnel advanced the harvest
period by 3weeks.
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Red currant
Summer pruning
Early summer pruning (beginning ofMay)isbeing compared with mid-season
pruning (beginning of June), late pruning (beginning of July), and selective
pruning on 2,3,or 4dates.Differences in production werevery small in
1986.Averaged over 3years,a tendency formid-season or late pruning tohave
anegative effect on production could still bedistinguished. Early summer
pruning or selective pruning on 2or 3dates gave thebest results.Because
early pruning isassociated with considerable regrowth,selective pruning
seems favourable.
Comparison ofvirus-tested and non-virus-tested plants
In 1986- the third season- therewere nodifferences inyield.On average
over the 3years,only thevirus-tested plants ofJonkheer vanTetsgave a
slightly higher yield (Table 38).The extent towhich the non-virus-tested
plfantsare really lesshealthy than the tested ones isuncertain,but itis
clear that thevirus-tested material supplied by theNAKB iscertainly not
inferior to standard plantmaterial.
Table 38.Results of a comparison ofvirus-tested and non-virus-tested red
currant plants
Cultivar

Jonkheer van Tets
Jonkheer van Tets
Stanza
Stanza
Rosetta
Rosetta
Rotet
Rotet

Tested

+
+
+
+

1986

1984/1986

kg/m

kg/m

5.13
5.09
4.92
4.87
6.23
6.22
4.62
4.30

2.62
2.84
2.52
2.52
3.49
3.57
2.25
2.29

berry
weight

(g)

number of
berries
per truss

1.0
1.0
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0

11.4
12.2
13.0
13.4
21.4
21.7
17.3
16.3

CULTIVAR TESTING OF RASPBERRIES,BLACKBERRIES,GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS
A.A.van Oosten

Raspberry
First screening
Four cultivars were judged.As in 1985 Gradina,gave very good results.
This cultivarwas high yielding (2.93kg perm )and had rather large and firm
fruits (4.5g)with agood taste.Furthermore,ripening was early.
The other 3cultivarswere less promising.
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Cultivar trial
Inthe spring of 1984,11cultivarswere planted, including Glen Clova,
Rode Radboud, and Schbnemann,as standards.The results of this trial todate
are summarized inTable39.
Table 39.Results of a raspberry cultivar trial 1985-1986
Cultivars

Kg/m 2 (1st

and 2nd quality)

1986

GlenMoy
Glen Clova
Magnifie Delbard
Rode Radboud
Glen Isla
Sel. Toorenaar
Schönemann
Marwé
Glen Prosen

Joy
Leo

1.22
1.49
1.48
1.87
1.40
1.29
1.45
1.79
1.43
1.15
1.31

1985- 1986
(average)
1.66
1.31
1.57
1.68
1.39
1.21
1.62
1.52
1.53
1.64
1.61

(g)

Mean
harvest
date
(50%)*

4.6
3.9
5.4
4.5
4.3
5.1
4.6
5.0
4.6
4.3
4.2

11July
15July
20July
20July
24July
24July
25July
28July
29July
30July
30July

Average
fruit
weight*

* 1986 only.
In 1986,yields ofmost of these cultivars were somewhat disoppointing,
probably due todamage bywinter frosts.
With respect to the early-ripening cultivars, themean harvest date for
GlenMoywas again4days earlier thanthat of Glen Clova.GlenMoy had rather
large fruits but theywere somewhat softer than those of Glen Clova.
Among thecultivars withmid-season ripening,Rode Radboud was againvery
satisfactory. Fruit quality ofMagnifie Delbard was disappointing.
Of the late-ripening cultivars,Marwé gave the best results and ripened 3
days later than Schönemann.Production was higher forMarwê than for
Schönemann,and the fruits ofMarwéwere larger.
Cultivars in aplastic tunnel
Inthe spring of 1986 the early-ripening cultivars Mailing Promise,Glen
Moy,Glen Clova,Mailing Exploit,Spica,andMailing Delight were planted.
According topresent plans,aplastic tunnelwill be placed over the plants in
1988.Unfortunately, GlenMoy appears tobevery susceptable tocane or root
diseases.
Cultivar trialwith autumn-bearing raspberries
In thewinter of 1985-1986,3autumn-bearing (or primo-cane-fruiting)
cultivars,Autumn Bliss,ZefaHerbsternte and Heritage,were planted in the
open aswell as inplastic tunnels.FallRed was also planted but only in the
open.
Normally,production isvery low in the first year,but in this trial
production has been quite acceptable,especially in the tunnels,where it
amounted„to 0.80 to0.96 kg perm .In the open,production was only0.26-0.55
kg perm .
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The newEnglish cultivar Autumn Bliss gave promising results.Ripening was
early and fruit sizewas intermediate between ZefaHerbsternte andHeritage.

Blackberry
First screening
For the second time in 2years the blackberries suffered severely from low
winter temperatures.Althoughnot all of thecanes ofHull Thornless died,
yield was low (0.86kg perm ) .However,the fruits were large,weighing on
average 6.8 g.
Tummelberryand Sunberry (both raspberry xblackberry hybrids)gaveonly a
few fruits.Those of Tummelberry were very large (12.5g)but difficult to
pick; the tastewas rated reasonably good.Fruits of Sunberry were difficult
to pick too.They had adark red colour and were slightly acid with little
flavour.
Cultivar trial
The results of this trial,whichhas been terminated,are summarized in
Table40.
Table 40.Results of ablackberry cultivar trial
Kg/m 2 (1 stand 2nd
1986

1982-1986

1982-1986*

Mean
Average
fruit
harvest
weight(g)* date*

Bedford Giant
Himalaya
Ashton Cross
Thornless Evergreen
Black Satin
Dirksen Thornless
Thornfree

1.55
2.61
1.92
1.79
2.45
1.87
2.25

1.88
1.66
1.52
1.39
1.76
0.98
1.53

1.97
2.08
1.90
1.40
2.21
1.23
1.91

4.8
3.7
4.1
4.4
5.9
5.5
6.0

14Aug.
18Aug.
22Aug.
28Aug.
30Aug.
1 Sept.
4 Sept.

Tayberry
Loganberry

-

0.42
0.27

0.70
0.45

7.7
7.2

13July
20July

Cultivar

quality)

* Minus 1985.
In 1985,Thornless Evergreen and Bedford Giant gave only a small yield,and
the remaining cultivars did not yield at all.In 1986,particularly Thornless
Evergree,Bedford Giant,Ashton Cross,Tayberry,and Loganberry suffered from
winter frost.Thedamagedone toTayberry and Loganberry was so severe that
for the second year in succession therewas no yield.
Thus,average yieldswere very strongly influenced by frost damage during
thewinters of 1984/1985 and 1985/1986,and thesevalues for 1985have been
omitted from anumber of columns inTable40.
As in previous trials,Bedford Giant ripened earliest,was productive,and
had large fruits.Thiscultivar iscertainly less-sensitive to winter-frost
damage thanHimalaya is.Unfortunately, its thorns are adrawback.
Ashton Cross is comparable toHimalaya.This cultivar isthorny,but its
laterals are shorter than those of Himalayaand itsgrowth isbetter.
Production ofAshton Crosswas somewhat lower,but its fruitswere larger and
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sweeter.Ripening occurs a fewdays later.The conclusion is that Ashton Cross
would not improve the assortment.
Black Satinwas again very productive with large fruits.These fruitswere,
however,acid and soft,and had tobe picked twice aweek. Due to insufficient
fruit quality, this cultivar cannot be recommended.
Dirksen Thornless yielded better than in previous trials,but its
production levelwas still too low.Because of itsgood taste,Dirksen
Thornless canbe recommended for privategardens.
Both of the raspberry xblackberry hybrids (Loganberry and Tayberry)
ripened in the same period asmid-season raspberries.Unfortunately, yields
weremuch lower.The large attractive fruits,especially of the Tayberry,
might persuade consumers tobuy them,but the price isnotmuch higher than
that of raspberries.On these grounds,bothhybrids can only be recommended
for privategardens.

Gooseberry
First screening
May Duke,acultivar with red fruits,wasadded to the collection.Noneof
thecultivars was rejected.Themost interesting cultivars in the collection
are Careless (green,large fruits,productive),Capivator (red but small
fruits,bushalmost free of thorns), Invicta (green berries,very productive),
and Starfructa Dunkelrot (large red berries,productive).
Cultivar trial
This trialwas terminated in its original design.From 1987on,some
replicates will be grown inaplastic tunnel.The 1982-1986 results are
summarized inTable 41.
Table 41.Results of gooseberry cultivar trial
Cultivar

Goudbal
Golda
Cultivar B*
Whinham's Indus try
Rosko
Achilles

Kg/in2 (1st and 2nd quality)
1986

1982- 1986

1.17
1.57
1.95
1.74
1.79
1.98

1.00
1.24
1.36
2.08
1.45
1.87

Average
fruit
weight(g)*

9.5
9.3
9.0
11.5
11.2
13.5

Anunknowncultivar,originallymixed withWhinham's Industry.
In 1986,all of the cultivars but Goudbal produced well.Averaged over 5
years, the standard cultivars Whinham's Industry and Achilles gave the best
results (highyields,large berries).The somewhat disappointing performance
of Goudbal,Rosko,and Golda are probably to beascribed to the smaller plant
sizeat planting time.These cultivars can be expected togive better results
ifbetter plants are put inat the start.

Mean
harvest
date
11July
14July
14July
15July
20July
21July
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Cultivar testing by growers
The trialwas started in 1982 in 5places and has been terminated. Results
were similar to those in the preceding years:Golda yielded wellbut the fruit
quality of Goudbal was evenbetter.Growth of Roskowas tooweak.

Red currant
First screening
InDecember of 1985anew trialwas planted with 7new cultivars,5
selections, and 3 standard cultivars.Growthwas onlymoderate.
Fourearly-ripening Italian selections were planted inglasshouses of
commercial producers.
Trialwith early and mid-season cultivars
In this third year of production,yields of Jonkheer van Tets, Rolan,and
Stanzawerevery high,i.e.,more than 4kg perm .Red Lake produced only 2.5
kg perm .Fruit drop not only reduced theyield of Red Lake but also had a
negative effect on fruit quality.
So far,Stanzahas grownwell,which has apositive effect onberrysize.
Rolan iseasy togrow and pruning takes only a fewhours.
Trialwith late ripening cultivars
2
In these trials,too,yieldswere high.(over 4kg perm ) .Rovada was the
least productive,with only 3.45 kg perm ,due to the smaller volume of the
bush.With respect to fruit quality,Rovada and Rotet gave the best results;
thatof Rode Rebelwasnotvery good despite good growthof thebushes.
Selection in Rondom
The 'healthy'clones showed high production. Symptoms of leaf malformation
on the 'healthy' clonesweremuch less pronounced than in 1985.Leaves of the
'unhealthy' cloneswereagain severely malformed.
A new trialwas planted with 4 Rondom clones in the spring of 1985.Of
these clones,Rondom J ishealthy but late flowering,Rondom G5isa 'healthy'
clone from the older trial,RondomHwas selected by agrower on the island of
Texel,and Rondom R isaclone from an earlier cultivar trial.
In 1986 Rondom J flowered about 4days later than the other clones and
produced slightly less,but fruit quality was better than of the other clones.

White currant
First screening
Fourcultivars -Rosa Sport,Zitavla,Cerise Blanche,and Gloire des
Sablons -weregrubbed,but Rosa Sport (nice large berrieswith agood taste)
and Zitavia (early ripening,long strings)were included inanew cultivar
trial.
Cerise Blanche and Gloire des Sablons areverymuch alike.Like Rosa Sport,
theyhave pinkberries,but the size and appearance are poorer.Therefore,
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these cultivars were rejected.
Cultivar trial (1981)
This trialwas terminated after the 1986harvest.Two of thecultivars,
i.e.HollandseWitte andWitte Hollander,were indistinguishable (probably
synonyms),but several clones ofWitte Parel showed minor divergence.Witte
Parel 'Mossel'attracted attention by its palegreen leaves during the spring
and aslightly earlier blossoming period.Otherwise the clone seems to suffer
from budlessness.Witte Parel 'IVT'closely resembles theWitte Parel clone
with a round leaf-margin serration.The clone with sharp leaf-margin serration
has somewhat browner leaves in the spring and the leafmargins arenot always
sharply serrated.Growth of this clone isa slightly lessvigorous.
Production did not differ greatly between these clones.However,the clone
with a round leaf-margin serration had the best fruit quality and is therefore
preferred.
Cultivar trial (1985)
This trialgave its first,but small,yield. It isof interest that Zitavia
ripened tendays earlier thanWitte Parel.Blanka ripened very late (3weeks
afterWitte Parel)and was themost productive of thecultivars.

Black currant
First screening
Nine cultivarswere evaluated. Noirde Bourgogne had small,acid berries
and has only been retained as one of the parents of the new French cultivar
Burga.However,results with Burga have not been very promising.This cultivar
toogave small berries.Leandra,on the contrary,gave nice,firm, large
berries and the Scottish cultivar Ben Sarek attracted attention because of its
long strings and largeberries.
Cultivar trial
2
Of the 14cultivars in this trial,9produced over 1.0 kg perm .Silgowas
themost productive,giving 1.7 kg perm ,large berries (1.27g)and heavy
strings (5.8g ) .Furthermore,ripening was very early.This cultivar has the
drawback that the berries grow very close to the branches and are therefore
difficult topick.
Very good resultswere also obtained with Tsema,Ben Lomond,Black Reward,
and Black Down.
Cultivars suitable formechanical harvesting
Good resultswere obtained with Phoenix, IVT 69002,BenMore,Ben Lomond,
Westra,and Black Reward.Berries of these cultivars are easily detached and
onlya few leaveswere detached bymechanical harvesting.
Results for IVT 69010,BenNevis,Meitgo,M.59-3,Tenah,and Tsemawere
less favourable.Berriesweredifficult to shake off and many leaves were
detached. Berries ofMeitgo and M.59-3were soft,which resulted inmore
damaged berries.
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ECONOMICS SECTION

ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES INPRODUCTION AND PROFITABILITY OF FRUITHOLDINGS IN
DIFFERENT PRODUCTION REGIONS
J. Goedegebure and M.L.Joosse

This project is focused on the competitive position of fruit growing in the
main Dutch production centres.The first subject tobe studied is towards the
development and composition of acreage and production.The results will be
published by region.The first publication,entitled The development of fruit
growing in the province of Zeeland,has already appeared (seeAnnual Report
1984). Early in 1985 the project was suspended because of the severe damage
inplicted bywinter frost onmany orchards inJanuary.Resumption was only
considered useful after sufficient information about the effects of the frost
damage became available.
Because information fromoutside sources was orwould not be put at our
disposal, itwas decided toorganize a survey of fruit holdings.This survey
was performed after flowering inMay and June of 1986.A total of 278 holdings
werevisited and fruit growerswere asked anumber of questions about the
development of their orchards since 1982, the extent of the frost damage in
1985,and their plans for 1986 and 1987.According toregion,thenumberof
holdings is shown inTable42.
Table 42.Number of holdings visited by region
Region
Southwestern part of TheNetherlands
Southeastern part of TheNetherlands
Central part of TheNetherlands
Province of Noord-Holland
Province of Flevoland
Total

Number of holdings
47
62
82
37
50
278

In the summer and autumn of 1986 the survey datawere analysed,and astart
wasmade on the description of the frost damage of 1985and the developments
by region up to 1987.A prognosis dealing with changes in acreage and
production up to 1990and 1995will also bemade.
The preliminary results for apples indicate that the frost damagewas very
substantial. It isestimated that about 15%of the total Dutch apple acreage
(2367 ha)has been lost.Damagewas severe in the Southeastern sandy areaand
in the new Zuid-Flevoland polder. In these 2areasmore than half of the apple
acreage plantations were lost.Inthe Southeastern part of the country (10%of
the acreage) and in the central part of the country (15%of the acreage)there
was also considerable damage.Relatively little damage occurred in the
province of Noord-Holland (4%)and in theNoordoost and Oostflevoland polders
(4%).
Themost important changes with respect toapple growing are the continuing
intensification of the orchards and the breakthrough of new applevarieties.
In 1987about 38%of theDutch apple orchardswill havemore than 2400 trees
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per ha asagainst 9% in 1982.Themost intensive region is the province of
Noord-Holland (68%in 1987)and themost extensive is the southeastern part
(19% in 1987). The other regions are intermediate in these respects.
Of thenewvarieties,especially Jonagold and Elstar are orwill become
important. In 1987 thesevarietieswill account for about 27%of the Dutch
apple acreage,asagainst 7%in 1982.The share takenby Jonagold and Elstar
is largest in the province of Noord-Holland (43%in 1987). The southeastern
and central parts occupy an intermediate positionwith 32and 30%of their
acreage respectively. In the province of Flevoland (22%)and in the
southeastern part of the country (19%)the share takenby Jonagold and Elstar
will still be lower in 1987.For all regions a further increase of the share
of Jonagold and Elstar isexpected for the years after 1987.Final results of
the researchwill become available for apples aswell as for pears in1987.
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D E P A R T M E N T
P H Y S I O L O G Y
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SOIL FERTILITY

TRICKLE IRRIGATION
P.Delver and P.J. Bolding

The experiment called "Agrimed" done in cvs Cox's Orange Pippin,Karmijn de
Sonnaville,Jonathan,and James Grieve,was grubbed at the end of 1985.In
this study 7treatments were used to assess the effect of various positions
and numbers of drippers on the efficiency of irrigation.Nodistinct effects
were found.Possible explanatory factors include:
1.Extremely dry years did not occurduring theexperimental period
(1981-1985).
2.The capillairy action of thegroundwater mayhave played arole.
3.Variability introduced by the trees themselves (guard rows).
4.The canopywas not closed in the rows and the production levelwas not
high.
Production tended tobe somewhat higher when thedrippers were positioned
close to the stem and when 2drippers per treewere used.
In 1983,a pilot studyon trickle irrigation was started inguard rowsof
anexperiment on planting systemswith the appleGloster onM.9 planted in
1981.Trickle irrigation was applied throughout June,July,and August,with
the use of 1dripper per tree (41 perhour)placed close to the stem,1
dripper per tree (41perhour)placed midway between 2 trees,or 2drippers
per tree (21perhour each)placed close toopposite sides of the stem.There
was little difference inmean production between treatments over the 4
experimental years (1983-1986).One dripper close to the stemgave the highest
production.The "2drippers per tree"treatment stimulated growth,which may
have reduced fruiting.

FERTIGATION
P.J. Bolding and P. Delver

Experiments inWilhelminadorp
Apple
The experiment performed inguard rowsof a trial set up fora study on the
effect of planting systems onGolden Delicious was continued (Annual Report
1985,p.6 2 ) .Trickle irrigation at adaily rateof 41ofwater perhour was
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applied via 1or 2drippers per tree,with orwithout the fertilizer 18-18-18.
Fertigation increased thenitrogen level in leaves by 0.17%.Production under
the influence of thevarious treatments did not show anydistinct pattern.
The 3experiments on fertigation in Cox's Orange Pippin and Jonagold
planted inFebruary 1985were continued unaltered (Annual Report 1985,p.61).
Fertilization applied to the black stripwas given early inMarch.Fertigation
was applied fromMay 12th toJuly 12th,after which unenriched waterwas given
untilAugust 24th.
Inexperiment 1,trickle irrigation with orwithout fertilization on the
black stripwas compared with fertigation through 1or 2drippers per tree,
and inanadditional treatment fertilization and fertigation were combined.
Furthermore,all treatments were carried out 4 fertilizer dosages.Flowering
data for the spring of 1986 showed that trickle-irrigation reduced flower-bud
formation (Table 4 3 ) .Fertigation stimulated flowering; therewas a tendency
for the percentage of flower buds laid down to increase with increasing dosage
of fertilizer.Fertilization without trickling too led to abundant bloom,but
shoot growth in 1985wasdistinctly lessvigorous in this treatment than in
the other treatments.The percentage of fruits setwas highest inthe
fertilization + trickling treatment,possibly due to the usually negative
correlation between flowering intensity and fruit set.Fruit drop("June"
drop)was hardly ornot at all affected by fertigation. In the fertilization +
trickling treatment Jonagold and Cox produced amean yield of 1.6 and 0.8 kg
per tree,respectively,which is less thanwas obtained with fertigation
(using 1dripper per tree)(Table 4 3 ) .Fertigation with 2drippers per tree
did not lead tohigher production. It is remarkable that ahigh proportion of
the Cox production came from one-year-old shoots.
Growth in experiment 2,where 4fertigation levelswere used (0,5.2, 10.4
g N per tree at 2levels ofwater supply), increased with nitrogen supply.For
Cox,fertigation was applied at 2and 4 1per day per tree,and the highest
production was reached at 5.2 gN at 21perday.For Jonagold, production was
maximal at 10.4gNand 21.Abundant supply ofwater ( 8 1 perday)as given
toJonagold,may have led to leaching of nitrogen todeeper soillayers.
Experiment 3showed that "continuous" (i.e.,daily fertigation,as compared
with once every 14days, increased production bymore than 1kg per treeof
both Cox and Jonagold.
Pear
Inthe spring of 1986 a fertigation experiment was started with one-and
two-year-old trees of 2pear cultivars (Conference and Doyennédu Comice).
Some of the trees were planted inholes containing pot soil. Fertigation
(fertilizer: ammonium sulphate)was applied during successive periods of 8
weeks. Ingeneral,shoot growth was weak inall treatments during this first
year.The use of pot soil stimulated growth,and the same holds for trickling.
The effect of fertigation on shoot growth was not very pronounced.

Experiments inother experimental orchards
Inthe experimental orchards inGeldermalsen,Horst,Numansdorp,and
Zeewolde,anumber of fertigation experiments were started,mainly with apple.
Three factorswere considered: the level of fertigation,the typeof
fertilizer (19-6-6; 25-25-0; urea; calcium nitrate), and the roleof the
cultivar.Inall experiments trickling promoted shoot growth; fertigation
usually led to additional stimulation.The typeof fertilizer used had little
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importance.
Table 43.Percentage of flower clusters developing from the totalnumber of
buds,mean tree production,and percentage of all fruits accounted
forby fruits on the one-year-old shoots (for Cox's Orange Pippin
only)
Treatment

Ferti- Fertilizagation
tion
gN/
kg N/ha tree

% flower clus- Production
ters one-year- kg/tree
old shoots
Jonagold

Fertilization

25
50
100
200

Fertilization
+ trickling
41/h

25
50
100
200

5.2

Fertigation on
1 side of tree
4 1/h

10.4
20.8
41.7

5.2

Fertigation on
2 sides of tree
2x2 1/h

Fertilization
+ fertigation
4 1/h

63
72
70
77

10.4
20.8
41.7
12.5

25
50
100

2.6
5.2
10.4
20.8

Cox's
O.P.
22
21
31
34

Jonagold
4.4
3.3
3.9
4.5

% fruits
ononeyear-old
shoots
Cox's
Cox's
O.P.
O.P.
2.8
2.5
2.6
2.7

45
39
54
63

37
38
46
46

17
10
12
16

3.5
4.0
5.7
4.7

3.0
3.8
3.2
4.2

45
40
54
52

63
76
80
81

25
45
39
47

6.1
5.9
7.3
5.1

3.8
4.7
4.7
4.5

47
54
67
79

64
77
80
78

27
44
36
51

6.3
4.5
6.5
5.0

2.8
4.3
3.1
5.2

40
57
60
79

46
62
75
75

25
25
32
48

4.4
4.6
6.0
5.3

2.4
2.7
4.1
5.6

53
52
69
68

PREDICTION OF ST0RABILITYONTHE BASIS OF FRUIT ANALYSIS
J. Oele

Improvement of prediction
For astudy performed to find out whether the relationship between mineral
fruit composition and storability,as found for Cox's OrangePippin and Schone
van Boskoop,also holds for the apple cultivars Jonagold and Karmijn de
Sonnaville and the pear cultivar Conference,datawere collected ina number
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of experiments done in the period between 1981 and 1985.With respect to the
mineral composition,mean values are summarized in Table44.
Table 44.Meanvalues forJonagold and Karmijn de Sonnaville (apples)and
Conference (pear)for the 1981-1985 period
Mean Dry
Mg.lOOg" freshweight
fruit matter
weight (%)
N
P
K
Mg
(g)
Jonagold (n- 54)
Karmijn (n= 46)
Conference (n= 36)

200
195
180

15.5
16.0
14.0

45
65
60

9.5
12.0
12.5

110
130
125

4.8
5.5
6.5

K/Ca
Ca

5.0
5.0
8.7

22
26
14

The pattern of the relationship betweenmineral composition and the
occurrence of bitter pit and breakdown for Jonagold and Karmijn is similar to
that found for Cox.Susceptibility increaseswith increasing K/Ca ratios,even
when thevalues are corrected for fruit size.AK/Ca ratio ofmaximally 30may
beacceptable (bitter pit+ breakdown <5%). This limit will be reached less
rapidly forJonagold than forKarmijn,because the potassium level is usually
lower in Jonagold.
Surprisingly,Karmijn showed apositive correlation between the phosphorus
content of the fruits and theoccurrence of bitter pit and breakdown.This is
partially explained by the observation that phosphorus increased with fruit
size; as iswell known,larger fruits aremore prone tobitter pitand
breakdown.However the relationship holdseven after correction for fruit
size.
Inboth of these apple cultivars,no reliable relationship was found
betweenmineral fruit composition on the one hand and the occurrence of scald,
internal breakdown,and core flush on the other.The same holds for Conference
with respect to internal disorders and hollow or rotted fruits.
For the prediction of storability on the basis of potassium and calcium
analyses of fruits sampled some time before picking time, it isnecessary to
know thedegree ofwhich the concentrations have changed between sampling and
picking time.To this end,usewasmade ofanumber of data obtained in
experiments withvarious cultivars done in 1980and 1982-1985 in cooperation
withmr A.Keen (Institute forApplied Informatics,Wageningen) indeveloping
anequation for the prediction of the K/Ca ratio on thedate of picking of
apples,on the basis of that ratio determined at anarbitrarily chosenmoment
between July 31st and the picking date.

Early fruit analysis
Analysis of the data of "early" (second week of July)fruit analyses
performed in 1983-1985 for Cox's Orange Pippin and Schonevan Boskoop showed a
reliable correlation between the rate of fruit growth during the first 6weeks
of fruit development and the calcium content of the samples of "early"fruits.
Differences between years in the levels of calcium and magnesium at the
beginning ofJulywere again found atharvest.This studywas continued in
1986.Thegenerally highK/Ca ratioearly inJuly 1986 suggested that there
would bea similarly high ratio at harvest.This expectation was correct.
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Just as in 1985,the correctness of the prediction of theK/Ca ratio at
harvest,based on sampling in the second half of August,was checked by
resampling at picking time.For Cox's Orange Pippin and Schonevan Boskoop the
K/Ca ratio atharvest appeared tobe 6and 2units lower thanwas predicted,
respectively.

PHYSIOLOGY

PRE-HARVESTPHYSIOLOGY OF FRUITS INRELATION TO FRUIT QUALITY
J. Tromp

Effect of relative humidity onmineral supply of apple fruits
In the February-July period in 2controlled-environment rooms,an
experiment was donewith three-year-old trees of Cox's Orange Pippin,which
were exposed to 2levels of relative air humidity (RH):low (65-75%)had high
(85-95%). Inboth rooms the temperature was 20Cduring theday and 15Cat
night;day length was 14h.All flowers were pollinated thoroughly byhand.
About 1week after full bloom,all primary leaveswere removed froma large
number of clusters of young fruits ineach room.The remaining clusters (an
also largenumber)were kept intact.Starting 4weeks after bloom,fruits in
the 4groups were sampled at 2-week intervals.Because fruit drop("June"
drop)was severe,especially in thedeleafing treatments,the sampling period
for thesegroups was limited to 10weeks after bloom.Fruitswere analysed to
determine the concentrations of K, Ca,and Mg.The same analyses were done in
primary leaves,whichwere also sampled frequently.
RH and deleafing had little orno effect onmean fruitweight.Neither the
Knor theMg level of the fruits (mg per fruit)was influenced bydeleafing,
but the deleafing of clusters reduced fruit Caby about 30-40%. Similar
results obtained by the EastMailing Research Station (UK)gave rise to the
supposition that transpiration by the primary leaves increased the local
concentration of Caavailable to the fruits.It isdifficult tovalidate this
hypothesis. Calcium inboth fruits and leaveswas slightly reduced at high
humidity levels but this reduction seems too small toexplain the effect of
deleafing on the fruit Ca supply.TheMg level in leaves and fruits was
somewhat lower too at highRHlevels,but no influence of RHonKwas found.
Tree transpiration of lowhumidity was about twice that at high humidity,
whereas at the lowRH shoot growth was reduced by about 15%.

Daily growth rhythm of apple fruits
Inconnection with workdone a fewyears ago at this Station (Annual Report
1982,p.47)under controlled environmental conditions,anumber of
experiments with Cox's Orange Pippin were carried out for a detailed
comparison of the daily growth rhythm of Intact and "ringed" fruits.To obtain
the latter,a ring was incised in the barkjust below the insertion of the
fruit; this blocked the supply ofwater + assimilates to the fruit via the
phloem but did not interrupt water movement via thexylem.For each experiment
thediameters of a ringed and an intact fruit were recorded continually for
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5-7 days whilewater supply to the treeswas gradually reduced.Each day the
leaf water potential was estimated anumber of times.Fruit transpiration was
reduced bywrapping each of the fruits under study inaluminium foil.
All fruits showed the samegrowth pattern:during theday shrinking
occurred,i.e.,waterwas exported via thexylem,whereas at night fruit
volume increased due towater import via thexylem and (at least in intact
fruits)import ofwater+ assimilates via the phloem.The degree of shrinkage
increased with increasing drought.It isremarkable that the day/night
divergence of the fruit diameter was much greater in ringed fruits (water
movement through thexylem only)than in intact fruits (water movement inboth
xylem and phloem). This observation raises the question whether thewater
movement observed for the ringed fruits occurs inintact fruits aswell but
cannot be seen theredue to the levelling effect ofwater movement via the
phloem.
The role ofwater translocation in the xylem for the calcium supply to the
fruit isimportant and thiskind of experiment may increase our understanding
of the relationship between climatic factors and that supply.

GROWTHREGULATORS AND TREE BEHAVIOUR
J. Tromp

Cytoklnins inxylem sap of apple
Asmentioned in the preceding Annual Report (1985,p.6 7 ) ,cytokinins in
thexylem sapofmature trees of the cultivars Cox's Orange Pippinand
Summerred (bothon rootstockM.9)show adistinct seasonal pattern
characterized by a.high concentration at the end ofApril followed by a sharp
decrease to a fairly low level throughout the summer,autumn,and winter.This
patternwas found again in 1986 for Cox's Orange Pippin and also in Discovery
(bothon M . 9 ) . Themost important of the cytokinins occurring in the sap are
zeatin (Z),zeatin riboside ((9R)Z), and isopentenyladenine (IP)aswell as
its riboside,isopentenyladenosine ((9R)iP). InCox Zpredominated (60-80%),
followed by (9R)Z (10-40%). The other 2- iPand (9R)iP -weremuch less
important quantitatively (together 5-20%)and the ratio between them varied
markedly,but neither became predominant.Ingeneral,the same pattern holds
for Discovery but in that cultivar Zand (9R)Z occurred inmore equal
concentrations. It is remarkable that during April,i.e., the period preceding
leafing-out, (9R)Zprevailed in both cultivars instead of Z. In this period
the share of iR+(9R)iPwas very small (around5 % ) .
Theeffect of soil temperature on the supply of cytokinins from the roots
to the above-ground partswas studied by placing a large number of potted
rootstocks M.7 inagreenhouse (mean temperature 20C)at 2soil temperatures
(6 and 20C ) .Over a period of 5weeks starting with leafing-out,xylem sap
was collected at intervals of 3to 5days from anumber of rootstocks of both
groups for the determination of cytokinins,and shootweight was determined as
well.At each time-point little orno effect of soil temperature on the total
cytokinin concentration in the sapwas found. Thismeans - since shoot growth
(i.e.,transpiring area)wasmuch lower at 6 than at 20C- that the amount
of cytokinins coming from the roots lagged at 6 C. It isnoteworthy that under
these conditions (9R)Z invariably predominated. The share of iPand (9R)iPwas
again small.At the soil temperature of 6C the ratio iP/(9R)iP was shifted in
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favourof (9R)iP.

Abscisic acid inbudsof apple
Between the end of January and the beginning ofMay,bourse budsand
terminal buds of extension shoots of Cox's Orange Pippinwere sampled every 14
days.Abscisic acid analyses were done according to 2methods,i.e..ga:;
chromatography and EIA (enzyme immuno assay). For the first few samples the
results obtained with the 2methodswere roughly the same,but at x:,eend of
March the abscisic acid content measured by EIAdecreased markedly,whereas
the gas chromatography did not show thisdrop.Thismight beexplained by the
presence of abscisic acid inwinter ina free form that can beass^.rsedby
both themethods.If abscisic acid were bound gradually ine.g. a«iucoside
form inbuds inwhich activity is starting after the latent period, the very
specific EIAmight give lower values thangas chromatography which,being less
specific,may measure the bound form.

Application of growth regulators
Inthe second half of 1985,starting atbloom, three-year-old treesof
Cox's Orange Pippinwere placed at 2soil temperatures (6 and i8'«>>in the 2
controlled-environment rooms for 4months.Air temperature was 20 ,'i6C
day/night.All treeswere deblossomed.Threeweeks after full bloom,half of
the trees ineach temperature group were sprayed with Alar (1800 ppm, a.i.).
Counts in 1986 showed that at the low root temperature the percentages of
flower clusters (developing from the total number ofvegetative+ generative
buds)on spurswere only43versus 63at 18C.Alar stimulated flowering at
6 C (69%)but reduced it at 18°C (46%). Shoot growthwasmuchweaker at the
low thanat thehigh root temperature.Thismay explain why flowering at 6C
on the one-year-old shoots wasmuchmore abundant (89%)than that at 20C
(34%). Alar enhanced flower-bud formation on these shoots at the high soil
temperature,but was noteffective at 6C.
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TESTING OF CROP PROTECTION CHEMICALS INFRUIT GROWING
H.A.Th,van der Scheer

Apple
At the request of theWorking Group on Biological Fruit Growing and the
Louis Bolk Institute,RobVijftigschild and KarinKramers assessed the
efficiency of some "environment-friendly" scab fungicides ona stoolbed of
apple rootstock M.2 in theexperimental orchard of theResearch Station.Of
those tested,the fungicides containing captan and sulphur gave adequate
control: onaverage,one spot per leaf versus about 20 inunsprayed plots.
Silkaben and extracts of Equisetum,humus,and propolis,were noteffective.
Water-glass and anextract ofgarlic had some effect;plots sprayed with
either one showed about 12scab spots per leaf.
A newarrangement was developed for testing crop protection chemicals in
fruit growing, theexperiments tobe set upand co-ordinated by the staff of
the Research Station and carried out at the Regional Experimental Stations for
Fruit Growing under the supervision of regional research officers.On this
basis,some new fungicides and combinations of fungicides for the control of
scab andmildewwere tested ina field trial in theexperimental orchards in
Geldermalsen,Horst,and Numansdorp.In the trial fields neither of the
diseases could bedetected and nodamaging effects of the treatments on leaf
appearance,fruit production,fruit colour,and fruit finishwere observed.
One of the treatments consisted of spraying with asolution ofDelan
spuitpoeder (60g per 1001water), towhich Pallitop (50g per 1001 water)
was added after theblossom period.The Delan spuitpoeder has been out of use
formany years asa fungicide for the control of scab on apple,but deserves
re-evaluation in connection with avoidance of selection of scab strains
resistant to the EBI fungicides nowwidely used incommercial practice.
According to the arrangement,some other fungicides were evaluated with
respect to control of fruit rot.At Geldermalsen, spraying with a solution of
Captan 83%spuitpoeder (120g per 100 1water)orwith Eupareen-M (150g per
1001water) strongly limited the appearance of.red lenticel spots.This
symptom was observed frequently this year incommercial orchards.At picking
timeno indicative pathogenwas isolated from the injured cells under such
spots.

Raspberry
The cultivar Schönemann was used for the evaluation of 7fungicides for
control ofmildew.Unfortunately thedisease appeared tobe absent.Production
wasnot significantlyaffected by the treatments.
Spraying of the soilwith Afalon (4kg in 10001water perha)along a row
of the cultivar Schönemann)onApril 18thdid not affect thegrowth of new
shoots.The same holds for theyield asjudged by eyejust before the first
picking session.
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Strawberry
At 3time-points during thegrowing season of 1985,Botrytis cinerea was
isolated from rotted fruits on 3holdings to find outwhether the isolates
were resistant toRovral. Inthe end of 1986 themycelium of all the isolates
was tested onmalt agar containing Rovral invarious concentrations.After 5
days, the isolates on the agarwithout Rovral had grownout from the central
starting point and completely covered the surface of themedium inthe petri
dishes,whereas therewas hardly any growth on the agar containing 10mg or
moreof the active ingredient iprodione per litremalt agar.Thus, contrary to
expectations,nodifferences ingrowth reactionbetween the isolates were
observed.
A trial on fungicide control of Sphaerotheca alchemillae failed because
infectiondid not occur.The same holds for a trial toassess the effect of a
different group of fungicides onRhizoctonia solani.
Ina trial field inWilhelminadorp (sea clay)and one inBergen op Zoom
(sandy soil), somenewherbicideswere tested for control of troublesome
weeds, suchasVeronica species,which are no longer adequately controlled by
Venzar plus Betanal.Incontrast with the effect in Bergen op Zoom,in
Wilhelminadorp Butisan S (31in 10001water perha)did not control Veronica
species.The reversewas the case for Stomp 330EC (41in 10001water per
ha). Presumably the resultswere influenced by the soil type and amount of
rainfall shortly after application of theherbicide.
In another trial inWilhelrainadorp,0.5 1Gesatop 500FW (in 10001water
per ha)caused nodamage to the plants of 10strawberry cultivars when applied
early inOctober of 1985,about 2months after planting. During the first 2
months weedswere removed by scuffling.However, 1application of 0.75 1
Gesatop 500FW (in 10001water perha)inApril of thenext year in split
plots of the same trial field reduced yield by about 25%averaged over the 10
cultivars,as compared with corresponding plotswhere theweedswere scuffled
in the spring.The plantswere susceptible to thisdamage because of the
effects of the relatively severe frosts during the preceding winter.InMay
1986nodamage to plants of the cultivar Elsanta was observed,but plants of
the cultivars Confitura,Tago,and Tenirawere among themost severely
damaged.

SUPERVISED CONTROL OF SCABANDMILDEW ONAPPLE
H.A.Th,van der Scheer

The experiment on theeffect of powderymildew caused by Podosphaera
leucotricha on fruit productionby Cox'sOrangePippin,Golden Delicious,and
Karmijnde Sonnaville,was terminated. In 1986,outbreak of secondary mildew
was prevented by regular spraying of the trial field with fungicides.Some
overwintering mildewwas observed on Cox's Orange Pippin and Karmijnde
Sonnaville but not onGolden Delicious.Presumably, the relatively severe
frost in thepreceding winter played arole in thehighmortality of the
mildew in thebuds. Nevertheless,the proportion of overwintering mildewwas
correlated with the disease incidence in the year before.Directly after
estimation of theamount ofoverwintering mildew,itwas removed from the
trees by pruning. Incontrast to preceding years,the production of the3
cultivars in 1986was not affected by themildew incidence in1985.
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In the trial field where 30apple cultivarswere being evaluated for
resistance to scab and powderymildew, the incidence ofboth diseases was very
low in 1986.Nevertheless, trees of thecultivars Gloster,GoldenDelicious,
Jonagold,and Summerred had visiblymore scabbing on leaves and fruits than
trees of the other scab-susceptible cultivars did.Within thegroup of
scab-resistant cultivars,COOP 6, Priam,Prima,Priscilla,and Redfree were
free of powdery mildew.
Research on the feasibility of reducing the number of spray applications
for control of scab andmildew by supervised spraying was continued in 1plot
oneach of 7holdings.As inpast years,the treated plots showed hardly any
powdery mildew and a significant amount of scabwas only seen in 1of the7
plots.Therefore,in 6plots fungicide sprays for control of both diseases
could beomitted from the local spraying schedule forJune and July.On
average,this saved the expense and labour involved in 4sprays compared with
the situation prevailing in the rest of growers''apple orchards.In 1plot the
threshold foractive control of scabwasexceeded inthebeginning of June but
not inJuly,and therefore the local calendar spraying was only continued in
June.This saved 1spray application,because thegrower too terminated his
calendar fungicide spraying in the rest of theorchard inJuly.
At picking time scabwas seen in fruits of only 1of the plots (0.8%). On
that particular plot fungicides for control of scab andmildew had not been
applied inJune orJuly.The large patches ofnon-sporulating scab which
developed theremust have arisen immediately after the blossom period and
before growth ofmost of the long shoots started,whichmeans that there were
very few leaves ina susceptible state.Under such conditions fruit infection
might occur but hardly any leaf infection.
Incontrast with last year,the omission of fungicide spraying inJune and
July in 1986 did not significantly influence theduration of the storage life
of the fruits of Elstar,Golden Delicious,Laxton's Superb,Lombarts Calville,
and Schone van Boskoop,but Cox's Orange Pippin affected.Wastage of Golden
Delicious wasminimal during the 5-monthperiod incold storage.
In 1986,6scab infectionwarning instruments were tested,3of them
electronic.These,electronic instruments have different programs for
predicting scab-infection periods,but none of them include themonitoring of
rain ordew as cause of the leafwetness.Inwet periods caused by dewa
negligible proportion of the ascospores become airborne,and therefore a
significant degree of infectionwill not take place if ascospores are the only
inoculum source.Sofar,only theDeWit leaf wetness recorder allows the
distinction between causes of thewetness.Periods of leaf wetness caused by
dew that become periods of infection occurmainly after blossoming.At
present,onmost holdings acurative spray scheme can also be applied after
blossoming,because combination of the control of scab and powderymildewhas
beenmade unnecessary by thevirtual absence of the latter disease.For these
instruments,the incorporation ofgood leaf-wetness sensors is important.The
Austrian instruments Metos and Paar have excellent sensors.These sensors
determined the end of leaf-wetness periodswith an accuracy of about 15
minutes,whereas the sensor of aDeWit leaf-wetness recorder gave values
accurate within about 30minutes.
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BIOLOGYAND CONTROL OF SECONDARY OR SPORADIC DISEASES INFRUIT CROPS
H.A.Th,vander Scheer and J. Woets

Apple
The effect of crowngall on thegrowth and productivity ofJonagold on
rootstockM.27was investigated aswell as the effect of removal of the galls
before planting in the spring of 1982.Only in the first 2yearswas there a
negative effect ongrowth and production.After that,no significant effects
were observed.

Gooseberry
Inagooseberry plantation inKessel,fruiting bodies ofPhelllnus ribis
were seen on about 14%of thebushes.After removal of the fruiting bodies,
drenching of thebushes with 10g Luxan captan 83%spuitpoeder in 11water,
10gRizolex in 11water,or 10g Ronilan in 11water on 9April,19August,
and 24November,had novisible effect on thedisease.In thewinter of
1986/1987,almost all of the experimental bushes showed actively growing new
fruiting bodies.

Strawberry
Everywinter anumber of the plants inmany strawberry plantations ofe."g.
the cultivar Elvira display symptoms called yellow heart.In thisdisease the
central leaves become yellowand are stumpy shaped.Verticilliumdahliae could
not be isolated from these plants,and attempts,to induce these symptoms by
the inoculation of Elvira plantswith the pathogen in September,October,or
November,were not successful.

Pear
The efficiency of the insecticidal soap Savona produced by the Safers
Agrochemical Company (imported by Koppert BV)in the control of the pear
suckers Psylla pyrland P.pyricolawas assessed. In the experimental orchard
at Geldermalsen 0.2% Tetranyx and 1% Savonawere applied once,each ina
separate plot.The activity of the predatory bugAnthocoris nemoralis made
more applications unnecessary. In theexperimental orchard at Kraggenburg,
0.2%Tetranyx and 2%Savonawere each applied 4times in 2separate plots.The
results show clearly that Savona canbevery effective.The numbers of suckers
killed by Savonawere slightly lower than those found for Tetranyx.
The useof DNOCwas compared with omission of the compound in the second
half ofMarch in 3orchards.Inthe 2trial plots in each orchard (onewith
and the otherwithout DNOC)thenumber of overwintered adult suckers (Psylla
pyriand P.pyricola)was almost equal.During summer the evolution of the
numbers of suckerswas the same inboth plots of each orchard,whichmeant
that the samenumber ofamitraz sprayingswas applied inboth plots.The
spraying influenced thenumbers of eggs and larvae of the first sucker
generation. DNOChad a conserving effect on the eggs present during spraying:
their condition remained healthy for several weeks but nohatching of larvae
occurred.
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In 1of the 3orchards thebug Anthocorls nemoralis appeared Inthe
untreated plot,whereas nobugswere seen in the plot sprayed with DNOCand
the appearance resulted invery lownumbers of eggs and larvae of the2
species of pear sucker.

INTEGRATED CONTROLOF PEAR SUCKERS AND OTHER PESTS OF PEAR
J.Woets

The research on the pear suckers Psylla pyriand P. pyricolawas continued
intensively. In eachof 4orchards,2plotswere sampled for suckers and their
enemies.In 1of each pair ofplots the number of sprayings waskept as lowas
possible and the spraywas applied as selectively aspossible; in theother,
pest sprayswere applied asdone by commercial growers.Beside these 8 plots
13otherswere alsovisited frequently for the sampling of suckers,their
enemies,and other pests.
The results in 4orchardswere not conclusive as to the effect of the
spraying regimen and the roleof natural enemies.The 21 plots can bedivided
into 2groups,1characterized by lownumbers of suckers,0-1 anti-sucker
sprayings,and the presence of relatively many common earwigs (Forficula
auricularia), spider species,and specimens of the predatory bug Anthocoris
nemoralis,and the other group by higher numbers of suckers,3-4 sprays for
sucker control (DNOC and amitraz),and very small numbers of Anthocoris
nemoralis in association withvery fewearwigs and spiders.The 21 plots
together had had an average 0.6 DNOC sprays and 1.0 application of amitraz.In
a few cases diflubenzuronwasmixed with amitraz,and almost all of the plots
were sprayed with fenoxycarb for selective control of the summer fruit
tortrix.
Data are available for thewinter variation of sucker numbers In 13plots,
i.e.,betweenmid-October 1985andmid-March 1986,which is the period running
from the fall to the spring peak of adult sucker numbers.This peak is reached
when all overwintered adults are reactivated by rising temperatures,
reproduction starts,and springmortality becomes noticeable.Thechanges in
thenumbers from October toMarch represent 2components,mortality and
migration. In 2plots out of 13adult numbers increased by 11and31%,
respectively. The other plots showed population decreases ranging from 11to
96%.Thelowermortality rates occurred at lower densities,thehigher ratio
at thehigher density levels.This relation between thedecrease and the level
of autumnnumbers is clearly not linear.
The course of the adult pear suckers dislodged bybeating onwindbreaks and
apple and plum trees in the spring,show clearly that there ismigration to
pear as the host plant.The scale of thismigration is small compared with the
numbers beated from pear treesduring thewinter.Even between October and
Decembermigration of pear suckers occurred ina fewplots.The data for each
of the 2species show that this relationship varies with the totalnumbers of
pear suckers.
Thenumber of reproducing spring adults could beexpected todetermine the
number of adults in the first generation inJune.Four out of 10plots had
more adults inJune than inMarch,in 1plot the numbers were the same,and in
5 plots thenumbers declined appreciably. Of 11plots given DNOC once,3had
the samenumbers of adults inMarch and June and in 7showed amarked
decrease.These findingsmake itdoubtfulwhether adormant spray has much
sense.Thenumerical variation is even greater for the individual species.
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The higher spring numbers of adults were followed byhigher numbers of eggs
and larvae in the plots,but generally not sohigh ineither case soas to
lead todamage.However,these offspring proved tobe attractive to
Anthocoris,which tended not to fly into plots with very lownumbers of eggs
and larvae of suckers.
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L I S T

OF

CHEMICALS,

Trade name

mentioned in t h i s r e p o r t

Common nameof chemical

FUNGICIDES
Captan 83%spultpoeder
Delan spultpoeder
Eupareen-M
Luxan captan 83%spultpoeder
Pallitop
Rlzolex
Ronilan
Rovral
Rubigan vloeibaar
Silkaben
Waterglas

83% captan
70% dithianon
50% tolylfluanid
83% captan
50%nitrothal-isopropyl
50% tolclofos-methyl
50%vinclozolin
50% iprodione
120g/1 fenarimol
quarz, clay,fine algal lime
sodium silicate

HERBICIDES
Afalon
Betanal
Butisan S
Gesatop 500FW
Stomop330EC
Venzar

47.5% linuron
157g/1 phenmedipham
500g/1 metazachlor
500g/1 simazine
330g/1 pendimethalin
81% lenacll

GROWTHREGULATORS AND CHEMICAL THINNERS
AArupsin
Alar-64
Amid-thin
calciumchelate
calciummasquolate
carbaryl
CF 125
D (=DR0PP)
Fruitone NA
Mag 18
magnesium chlorate
MC (=Masquolate CUL 900)
NAA
Potassium jodide
Promalin

50% carbaryl
64% daminpzide
8.4%a-naphthylacetamid
see calciummasquolate
10% calciumchelate
see AArupsin
112g/1 chloroflurenol-methyl
50% thiadiazuron
100g/1a-naphthylacetic acid
18%magnesium chlorate
seeMag 18
9% copper chelate
see Fruitone NA
pure potassium jodide
19g/1 gibberellins A,+A ? + 19g/1 benzyladenine
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